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This pewspaper, we hope, will
reach you on December 23, just
in tune toe you to itin a real
merry and cherry greeting from
many merchants and other individuals In the Fulton vicinity.
As you will note in the first sentence I said
.
we hope
.
and I say that advisedly Because
11 Paul and I live to see this
paper get in the mail on Saturday afternoon, we stand a good
chance of being alive on Christmas Day

NEWS -

Rental property owners in the Fulton area are being
given an unusual opportunity today to rent their property to skilled technicians and executives.
The request for rental property came to the Fulton
News and Radio Station WFUL today from Charles
Tomerlin, executive secretary of the Union City Chamber of Commerce.

TWO SECTkONS

/Innen Central System

Fulton, Fulton County, Kentucky, Tuesday, December 24, 1957

Rental Property Survey Underway As
Major Industrial Prospect Develops

14 PAGES

Early Bird!
THE NEW reaches you early
this week, because of Christmas
falling on Wednesday.
Next week THE NEWS wilt sr
rive on schedule on Thursday
morning, January 2.

Number-Fifty-Two

Fulton School System In Excellent
shape, Current Reports Indicates
Superintendent W. L. Holland
and The Fulton City Board oi
Education have made public the
excellent financial condition Of
the City School System.
The annual payment on the
bonded indebtedness was made
in October, bringing that indebtedness down to $13,700.00. This
entire debt will be wiped, out in
1961.
The supplemental 50c tax issue
passed 6 years ago has expired.
This brings the school tax for
1958 back to the $1.50 rate that
existed prior to the entre 50c
levy.
This special 50e tix voted 6
years ago to supply money badly
needed for repairing and remodeling buildings, was spent on a year
to year basis. The board decided
that it could make the money
go much farther by spending it
as it came in, instead of paying
interest over a long period, so
the one project per year plan was
adopted. This plan saved about
$30,000.00.
For those who have not visited
the school buildings to see what
splendid condition they are in,
the following paragraph lists, what
was spent on each of the projects.
Milton School Projects, $25,287.75; Terry Norman Projects,
$16,291.71; Carr Institute Projects,
$23,917.46; High School Projects,
$30,310.89; Science Hall Projects,
$6,657.80; Projects covering all
schools, $20,920.70. Total $123,386.31.

For the information of correspondents aad advertisers, we will
be able to accept material for the
Jan. 2 imbue until noes December
31st.

Mr. Tomerlin advised that a ber of baths, electrical wiring,
I don't suppose our Christmas major American industry was etc. be listed. He also stated that
aetivity is any more strenuous seeking to locate in the Fulton- the letter should state whether
than anybody else's, its just that Union City vicinity and that hous- the rental property is a house or
seems to be more of it. Actually ing was needed for 300 families an apartment.
I have a better chance of sur- who will live in the area. Mr.
Fulton is one of 111, communiIn discussing the rental propervival than Paul does. I try to --Tomerlin said that property-own- ty listing Mr. Tomerlin said: The ties throughout the nation that
end my day at somewhere around ers were requested to WRITE, not prospect of a high type rentor adopted the City Manager form
five-thirty and In the afternoon call, the Union City Chamber of should not be the green light to of government during 1957 a surand unless there's something of Commerce and give that organi- set rentals out of proportion to vey disclosed this week.
tremendous importance. Ian a zation the type of rental property
the area . . . every community
Now 1,415 communities and 15
-shut-in" for the evening learn- they have. The Chamber of Com- in
the immediate area has been countries are using the plan.
ing all the lag doings" of the merce secretary specifically realerted and sky-high rentals will Since first trying the system, 53
day from the children My day quested that NO PHONE CALLS
be given no consideration."
communities have dropped it,
starts right early, but so does BE MADE TO THE UNION CITY
Mr. Tomerlin also urged that trials ranging (roan one to 31
everybody else's and that's as It CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. and
that only letters defining the pro- only rental property be listed... years.
should be.
perty will be given consideration. property for sale will be given no
In the same period 200 comFULTON'S OLDEST CITIZEN celebrated her 103rd
In listing the rental property consideration he said.
munities abandoned the strongthat pore critter
But Paul
birthday
with
the
December 19th and waited until the News
Union
City
Chamber
administra
ve-comrnission
of
ti
plan
With rental property in Fulton
Is trying to put out four big
Issues of the News In three cram- Commerce, Mr. Tomerlin request- easily available, the opportunity and about 800 dropped the strong- photographer arrived before she cut the cake: Mrs.
ped weeks and after putting in ed that the location of the pro- to get renters of the permanent mayor-and-council plan.
Ethel Byrd,(above, center), still amazingly spry for her
he pounds perty, the expected rental, the and higher type should be a great
a right hard day
The City Manager farm of govon a piano almost on straight number of rooms, the other facil- advantage to property-owners in ernment will go into effect in Ful- years, is flanked by her daughter and her son-in-law,
running nIghta during the holi- ities, such as piped for gas, num- the Fulton area.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Craver as she wielded the knife on
ton on January 1, 1962.
days But If he likes saving up
a
huge birthday cake sent her with the compliments of
for a tomb-stone that way, I
a
Union City bakery Thursday. Mrs. Byrd lives with
don't think I should complain
the Cravers on College Street.
—
. . as I
But you know what
get nearer to the actual observance of Christmas Day I somehow seem to forget all the hard
work and problems connected with
the preparations and my thoughts
A radio marathon, seeking funds for the needy at the wide listening audience of the
keep wondering whether everyradio station will know the urbody will have a happy and merry Christmas, will be staged on WFUL on Monday,
Decem- gency
of the Christmas basket
Chrisunas. And from whet I am
ber
23,
beginning
at
12:35
p.
m.
The
event is being con- fund and respond accordingly.
told by the members of the Junior Chamber of Commerce there ducted in the interest of the Jaycees Christmas basket
The marathon is being conductThe following were patients in
a-are going to be lots of sad people fund. which is greatly lacking in funds.
ed in the public interest by radio
the local hospitals Saturday
on Christmas Day unless we stop
station WFUL. All station perWFUL
will
air
the
marathan
"live"
from
the
station's
our busy activity and give genersonnel will participate in novel
morning December 21.
ous thoughts to persons less studips on the Middle Road, when needy children, civic event, appealing to their listenJones Hospital:
fortunate than we are.
and religious leaders will make appeAls to the listening ers to help families, less fortunMrs. John Cruce, Dukedom;
Surely you want to make -emir audience to buy
ate than they, in sharing the joys
Mrs.
Burnette Lintz, Dukedom,
tickstaLtm
handsome
the
prizes being of Christmas,
own Christmas happy by helping,
Man. E. C. Wayne, Clinton; John
which otherwise'
awarded
by
the
Jaycees
to
Christinasin
the
Christthe needy people at
would not come to many needy
Welch, Dukedom; Mrs. Betty
time and you can do it the easy mas basket funds.
families were it not for the interWilliams, Mrs. Sam Howell, GUI
haven't already
you
way. If
Browder, Mike Hagan and Mrs.
Actually, persons participating great . . . for if it isn't . . many est taken in their welfare by the
participated in the Jaycees ChristJunior Chamber of Commerce.
Billy Meadows and baby all of
marathon
opporthe
get
an
will
In
unfortunate persons will not know
mas basket fund, why not Join
So prepare today to buy those
Fulton.
with us a WFUL In some good- tunity to receive cash awards, the joy of a bountiful meal on Jaycee Christmas basket tickets.
Hillview Hospital:
still
and
families
help
needy
the
Christmas
Day.
on
fun
worthwhile
natured and
Just remember those friendly,
GIFT APRON: Among the numerous callers and well- William Campbell, Paducah;
Monday by participating in the of Fulton at the same time
Thus far ticket sales to raise generous phune numbers 1270 and
Mrs. Benny Covington, Martin;
marathon
The
air
of
the
will
funds for the needy has been dis- 1500 and prepare to call them wishers coming to see Mrs. Ethel Byrd Thursday were
air marathon to raise funds to
Mrs. William Sutton and baby,
buy those Christmas baskets the be conducted this way
appointing. The marathon is be- beginning at 12:35 on Monday, Mrs. R. W.(Dick) McAlister
and Mrs. Shelby Kirby of Mayfield; Mrs. L. C. Williams,
At 12135 p. m. radio staff mem- ing conducted in the hope that December
Jaycees will distribute on Christ23.
Fulton (above) and also Mrs. J. H. Pond of Fulton, who Bradford, Mrs. J. D. Miller, Miss
bers. Jaycee members and their
mas Day
wives, needy children and others inatiumninunigiaintimeerwemilimesentiegesgseresemegaitavegge
was not in picture. Mrs. McAlister presented Mrs. Byrd Mary Moss Hales, Mrs. John
Mann, Richard
Willey, Fred
Beginning at 12 35 p. m. on will appeal to the listening audiwith an apron over 100 years old, which belonged to Whitehead,
Mrs. Edward King
Monday we will dispense with ence to buy tickets on the $100
Mrs. McAlister's mother. The ankle-length apron was a and baby, Larry Wade, Mrs. V. 0.
all regular broadcast activities and bill and three $50 bills that the
Crocker, Claude Williams, Mrs.
beautiful example of hand work.
giving
Jaycees
away
.re
A
corps
the
of
part
devote the better
Calhoun, Titus King, Sr.
Ethel
workers
will
stationed
of
be
at
orafternoon to taking calls for
and Mrs. T. D. Morris and baby
a
ders to buy tickets on the cash both WFUL phones. 1270 and
all of Fulton.
awards that the Jaycees are giv- 1500, accepting calls for tickets
Fulton Hospital:
ing away as ILO inducement for purchases. The workers will take
John Johns, Water Valley; Mrs_
you to help the needy For each the names and addresses of the
Elbert Winstead, Dresden; Edpurchase of a Jaycee ticket you ' generous purchasers• and the ticThe signup for the 1958 Acre- tion Reserve or the 1958 winter mund Clark, Wingo; Mrs. Woodwill have an opportunity to win kets will be delivered and the
age Reserve program for spring- wheat Acreage Reserve will use row Vaughn, Lancaster, Texas;
either a $100 bill Of one of three money collected when the necesseeded crops will start on Janu- the same base in participating in Miss Maude Sisson, Dukedom;
$50 bills All you have to do Is sary monies have been solicited
ary 13, C. C. Vaughn, Chairman, the 1958 Acreage Reserve for Mrs, L. B. Clark, Hickman; Sancall the station at 1270 or 1500 in order to pay for the nearly
Obion County Agricultural Stab- spring planted crops.
dra Bugg, Clinton; Mrs. Elvis
and we will take your order for 120 grocery-filled baskets that
ilization and Conservation ComBugg, Clinton; Luther Pickens,
tickets and deliver them and col- the Jaycees will distribute to the
Per-acre
payment
rates
for the
mittee, has announced. The closWater Valley; Stanley Boyd,
needy on Christmas Eve.
lect the money.
1958
program
are
somewhat highing date is March 7.
Jaycee members feel that the
er for most crops than those Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Edd
a
marathon
he
response
will
the
to
"Allotment"
someacres
on
of
save
corn,
can
you
upSurely
which were in effect for 1957. Watts, Wingo; Mrs. Ida Killbrew,
Hardin; Miss Ethos Faulkes,
land cotton, rice, and tobacco are Farmers who put land in
body's present and give an gift
the
eligible for the 1958 Acreage Re- 1957 program will be paid a 10- Union City; Mrs. R. V. Putnam,
just a little bit less expensive
Sr., C. W. Burrow, Mrs. Vick Henserve, the Chairman stated; these percent premium above the
you can share in a generous move
1958 derson, B.
B. Stephenson, Mrs.
are the same crops which were compensation established for
--te- make everybody happy on
Mrs. Olena Nugent Browder,
their
eligible for the 1958 Acreage Re- farm if they put the identical Lelia Bennett, Mr- J. T. Travis,
Christmas Day.
wi‘tew of the late Rupert BrowMrs. Mike Fry, Mrs. Della Coleserve, the Chairman state; there land in the 1958 program.
eigr, died Friday morning, Dec.
man and J. R. Nethery all of
are the same crops which were
I'll be expecting your call at 20, at 8:45 at Hillview Hospital,
Fulton.
eligible in 1957. The new program
being-seriously ill for about
the station on Monday and until
seeks to remove from 11.5 million
then please accept the sincerest Wee monthic She had been in ill
to 14.5 Million acres of these almost
devoted
Christmas health for a long time.
In this, our annual Christmas issue, we want
and
lotment crops from production.
greetings from me, Paul and the
Mrs. Browder was born Dec.
to extend to you our most sincere wishes for a
during the coming season.
chiltren. Not oily do we ?tend 23, 1877, in Fulton County, daughMerry Christmas.
Brightly decorated Christmas
you rilriAtmas cheer, but deep ter of William and Josephine
While there are still several
trees and music in passenger
gratitude for all the nice things Elurnette Nugent. She was reared
Obion County farmers who are
weeks
before
the
beginning
of
the
We deeply appreciate the kindnesses, the cotrains and depots will provide a thinking ahead on their 1958 plans
you have sent our way ;ice we've
signup under the program, Mr.
in this community and married
holiday
operation,
had the happy privilege of knowthe
atmosphere
friendly
spirit and the excellent
for-the Illi- should keep in mind the benefits
Rupert Browder on Jan. 11, 1899,
Vaughn urges farmers to get in
nois Central Railroad's Yuletime they can receive
ing you.
support that you, our advertisers, subscribers, and
from taking part
touch with their ASC office soon
and to this union five children
travelers.
in next year's Soil Bank proif they are interested in taking
were born, three of whom survive.
our
commercial
printing
accounts
have
accorded
I'll be waiting on your call
In Chicago's Central Station, a grams, C. C. Vaughn, Chairman,
part in the 1958 Acreage Reserve
Mrs. Brr •'der united with the
us during this year.
Monday . . don't disappoint me.
44-foot tree illuminated with 720 Obion County Agricultural Staprogram.
Palestine Methodist Church early
As was announced in the early lamps and gaily decorated with bilization and Conservation Comin life and was an active memTo our community correspondents and other
fall in connection with the Acre- 216 boxes of tinsel, will provide mittee, said today.
ber while her health permitted.
special contributors we also express our genuine
The Chairman pointed out that
Services were held Sunday afage Reserve program for the 1958 a backdrop for music provided by
appreciation for your writings. Without your faithwinter wheat crop, each farm tak- the Illinois Central choral group. the signup period for the Conserternoon at 2, at the Palestine
vation Reserve Is no,w under way
ing part in the program for
full news letters we could not mirror the weekly
Methodist Church. The Rev. LoChristmas trees and wreaths
spring-planted crops must have a will lend a holiday air to many and will continue until April 15,
Fulton retail stores will remain well Council of Martin and the
life of the splendid Ken-Tenn area as we have been
"Soil 3ank base" established for of the Illinois Central's passenger the sigrrup for the Acfeage Re'
open tonight Monday) and to- pastor, the Rev. M. R. Proctors
able to do.
it, and this must be done before trains. Throughout the holiday serve agreements covering 1958
morrow night until 8:30 p. m. for officiated. Burial, under direction
shoppers.
a program agreement may be season illuminated trees will be spring plantings will soon be anHornbeak
of
Funeral
Home,
Paul
late
of
benefit
the
THE FULTON NEWS
signed by the farmer. The Soil found on the City of New Orleans, nounced.
The Retail Merchants Associa- was In the church cemetery.
Both Soil Bank program': st Mrs. Browder leaves a daughBank base will be the total crop Panama Limited, Green Diamond,
tion has previously announcad
Paul Westpheling
Robert Jackson
acreage figure for the farm, based City of Miami, and Daylight, quire the establishment of a S I
that all retailers will be closed ter, Mrs. Herman Easley of Fularimarily on the farm's produc- while wreaths will decorate many Bank "base", Mr. Vaughn explianChristmas Day and also Decem- ton; two sons, Richard Browder
Johanna Westpheling
Richard Lock I tion
of Fulton and George Browder
history during 1956 and 1957. other trains including the Land ed, and it is important that farmber 26th for a double holiday.
ers understand the meaning ot
The total harvested acreage in 0' Corn and the Creole.
Most local places of business of Indianapolis, Ind.; two broNorma
McClanahan
Joe Weaks, Jr.
the term as well as of several
1958 must be reduced below this
that serve the farmer, such ; s thers, Marvin Nugent of Benothers. Another term which tri97.
base by the number of acres placfeed stores and mills, will be open tonville, Ark., and Lee Ntlgent
Mary-Nelle Wright
Zula (Wayne county) Is in a be understood in order to
L. B. Herring
meet
ed in the Soil Bank.
for business on December 26 in of Corpus Christi, Texas; and a
bend on the northern bank of requirements of Soil Bank prosister, Mrs. Lottie Trammell of
Fulton.
Gordon Baird
Farmers who already have a Otter Creek. A water-power grist grams is
"permitted acreage."
Corpus Christi; six grandchildren
Soil Bank base established for and flour mill stood here for
The "Soil Bank base" for a tarn)
Shop In Felton
and four great-grandchildren.
their farm under the Conserva- more than a century.
Continued on Pape Sight

Many Cities Adopt
City Manager Plan

Jaycees Plan Radio Marathon To Aid
Needy Families; Your Help Is Wanted

HOSPITAL NEWS

taster interest

1958 Acreage Reserve Sign-Up Begins
a January 13, Closes March 7, ASC Stales
a
a
a

a

Mrs. Olena Browder

a
aa
a
a
a
a
a

4.Ler

a

Stores Open Tonite;
Closed Dec. 25-26

4

IC Decorates
Stations, Trains

Review Soil Bank
Benefits, ASC Urges

1111111 1111

successfully completed a fourweek course in leadership, map
reading and other military sub-

News From Our
Boys In The

SERVICE

She was born in Puxico Mo.
Sept. 24 1893. Age 64 years.
She married Ray Adams and
one daughter was born.
She taught school at Ralston
Tenn. for a Number of years
then for the past few years
taught her Irundergarden School

at her home.
11111111EgiliatilliMENIlltilitilltiVilltilliadillMONIIIIIIIIIIIINIUMINIHIHINIVIIIII
She was a member of Ralston
Baptist Church where the Funeral services were held Thursday
*
at 2:00 p. in. by Rev. A. B Adams I

EMPLOYMENT
will be accepted up to 4:30 p. m.,
January 2, 1958. Applicadts are
requested to file at the city clerk's

I
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Complete Assortment

Week bef
down or lot
box and cci
me what be

CITY DRUG COMPANY
Fulton

Lake Street

soon as poi
Yot

hristni'as
We

want to

express our

Those peo
done anyt
what is the
can't a sett)
is my wife
get better a

Odt

Immunize against

KAM111111111
1
1

sincere thanks for your

inignIkent efforts and cooperation during
the

past year. Our best wishes to

Irvin Frields, 80, of three miles
northeast of Pilot Oak died at
you and your dear ones for a Joyous Christmas!
the home of his daughter, Mrs.
Biggs Roberts at 8:40 p. m., Monday, December 16.
111•-/
Mr. Frields was born in Weakley County, Tenn., May 10, 1877,
son of John and Margaret Oliver
Frields. He was a member of the
Knob Creek Church of Christ.
Mr. Frields leaves his wife,
Mrs. Mary Austin Frields; a
daughter, Mrs. Biggs Roberts,
with whom he made his home;
a brother, Ed Frields of DukeLake Street — Fulton
dom, Route 1; a sister, Mrs. Will
•
Abernaty of Wellsville, Mo.; two
grandchildren and seven great RARARIRORLISRAISRAWARenomflo IIS Re710116RIRARARI7PRommistamorman
grandchildren.
Services were held Wednesday

I

office.

BIBLES

Dear Patric.
Read you
gularly. En,
you some q

RENR)Z?

I

Irvin FrioIds

Revolutionary

was established

SPECIAL SALE — LARGE BIBLES
LARGE PRINT — $3.98

Burial, under direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home of
NAlf&D FOR FRINCH TOWN
Dukedom, was in Pinegar Cemetery.
Versailles in Woodford county

4i

Applications for City of Fulton (Ky.)

The battle has been called the
"last battle of th American Revolutexi" with 182 pioneers engaging 500 Indians and Canadians on August 19, 1782 Today
the spot is part of the Blue Lick'

at 11 a. m. at the Knob Creek Battlefield State Park where a
Church of Christ. Bro. Boone granite shaft records the names
Douthitt of Nashville officiated. of those who fell, "in defense of
Kentucky."

and Adolphus Wade and burial
In East Side cemetery at Martin.
Tenn. with W. W. Jones L Sons V
Pruneral Home directing.
She leaves her husband, and
daughter Mrs. Robert Glisson of
Norfork, Va. three grand children Carol. Faith and Debbie: one
half sister Mrs. Ben Moore of
San Francisco, Calif. one nephew 1
Dr. B111 Roberts of Jackson, Tenn.
one neice Mrs. Robert Gaakin of 1
1
Greenville, Miss.

NOTICE

1

Mn. Ray Adam

Army in January 1956 and arriv- pltal Fulton. Ky. Tuesday aftered overseas the following August. noon Dec 17.

A member of Phi Beta Sigma
Munich (AHTNC) — Specialfraternity, he was graduated from
ist Third Class Willie J. Kerney,
Riverview High School, Hickman.
27, son of Mr. and Mrs. Will A.
1948 and Kentucky State ColKerney, 402 Lake St., ext., re- in
lege in 1955.
cently was graduated from the
Seventh Army Non-Commissioned
SOUNDS APPROPIATR
Officer Academy in Germany.
A medical specialist assigned te
Brunswick stew originated in
the 8th Evacuation Hospital, he Brunswick County, Virginia.

by General Marquis Umely aid in the

One of the bloodiest battles Calmes for Versailles, France, as War. The town
Home,
Lincoln
Todd
Mary
Lexington, Is a Georgian Colon- ever fought on the frontier ortribute to Louis XVI for his in 1792.
ial red brick house where Mary cured in a ravine at Blue Licks

Todd lived as a child and at the
time she married Abraham LinMrs. Ray Adams of 210 K St.. coln. The building Is now rental
Specialist Kerney entered the Martin, Tenn died in Jones HOB- property.

jects.

was named

BLUE LICKS BA TT1.6

NOW RENTAL PROPERTY

The Fulton News, Tuesday, December 24, 1957

Dewey Johnson Insurance Agency

HOG CHOLERA VACCINE

Modified Live Virus • Rabbit Origin • Vacuum Dried
FOR USE WITH SERUM
Swivise
with
Research shows that pigs vaccinated
are immune in 7 days • Swivine cannot
contaminate your farm • Swivine is made by America's
largest producer of animal biolpgicals — ALLIED
Laboratories,Inc.
Consult your

VETERINARIAN
OW
'

V

I ORPHEUM

Sunday. Christmas and New
Year's Days — continuous
Showing Beginning
1:15 p.m.
Week Nites, Open 7 p. m.

a

1

.1111110107P71

1

11

MERRY CHRISTMAS PROGRAM DEC 25 - 31
(ONE FULL WEEK — WEDNESDAY THRU TUESDAY)
DECEMBER 25 THRU DECEMBER 31

1331_3oey and frieals

o 0
0
0

V

0

•
V
V
1
V
V
V

oey says
taTT'Always treat
a dame like a
lady and a
lady like
g dame!"

oc

Pal hi,IIIPW
"A good
woman is bard
to find...but
who's
looking!"

Pal Joey
says:
"It ain't the size
of the fiddle...
it's the tune
it plays!"

a
a
a

A
RITA HAYWORiA4-i.
FRANK SINATRA
KIM NOVAK
--1
1 a
TECHNICOLOR.

PLUS ENTERTAINING
SHORT SUBJECTS
Ng MAIM OK igg Ac

gic sicse Ac

JAN. 1 - 2

nc Shr C

th)C

ShC Sig gig OE Ng Sig Sig gig ON ACSIC rytrAiLcicatswam mew

ponces and Romances in the Playgrounds of the PacMcl

Open 1:15 on New
Year's Day
V

Continuous Showings

V
OPEN 7 P. M.
THURSDAY, JAN. 2

KEffli A141169.10CA BAUART0•113104Y NO01404eamt4ZRKEL
•111 ••0
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attilltINEINIESS

Fact year we look &marl to Chrlissase•
when we ma meted greet:lags le ear irked cad
customers sad thank time astereig fat their
patronsae.
It will be a true pleasure to continue to terve
you in the future...and in the meantime,
please accept our wish that Christmas will be

nionary
sbUshed

PATRICIA LATANE

lion

Dear Patricia Latane:
Dear Odd:
Read your letters in paper reThe key is In a pocket boo..
gularly. Enjoy them. Want to ask The settlement has not been made
you some questions.
as someone is fighting it. Yes,
your wife's health will improve
Week before last my wife laid
before long, it isn't anything to
down or lost her key to our lock
box and can't find it. Please tell be alarmed over.
me what became Of it.
Dear Pat,
Those people in Chicago haven't
I read your answers in .the
done anything yet. Tell me
News every week and would like
what is the hold up please? Why
for you to answer some questions
can't a settlement be made. What
for me.
is my wife's trouble? Will she
get better and when? Answer as
Does any one love roe and will
soon as possible and thanks.
I ever get married? If so, when?
Yours truly,
Odd

Thanks,
L. C.

DAYT1311 V-BELTS

We're hoping youll have a most
glorious Christmas.
Col. Charles W.
Burrow

Charles T.
Cannon

Charley
Stevenson

Wanda Brown
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE
129 Paschall Street
Vonsionsavesinosavesseensertsvassasseassinesseerasesenswelowisseen

•

ROPER TELEVISION
Main Street
ISPSPIISM

Fulton. Ky.
1111070XIII70210111111111111liens1107m701111111111101111111111

nisniniinglisiiillinININ11111111111111111.11111

Dar L C.
so I have some questions I'd like
Yes, you are loved and will to ask you. Where was my husget married in May 1958.
band on Saturday morning, Oct.
26, 1957? When I saw a certain
Dear Pat,
woman driving his truck? Was
I haven't written you before he at her home then? Does he
but read your column each week. love this women? Will he get a
Please answer the following divorce from me and marry her?
questions A short time ago I
Will my oldest ion and wife
put a small but valuable pack- ever come back to my home and
age away. Now I can't find it, be as the other children are? Will
have I forgotten where I put it my youngest son teach in his
or has some one else found it and home town next winter? Will he
took it? Please tell me where it marry the girl he is going with
is for I want to know very much, now? Will I live alone the rest
or give me the initials of who of my life?
took it.
Thanks,
Will my husband buy some land
F. B.
that he wants to buy? If so when Dear F. B.
and will we move?
Your husband was with a lady
Please answer in next week's
paper.
We have complete stocks 4,
Thanks,
R.
Dear R.
Your package is in a closet
where you placed it. No, your
for HOME and FARM
husband will not buy the land.
Dear Pat,
I have a few qt. tions I sure
would like for you to answer.
Why doesn't my husband tell
me things like what he is going to
do or help other people? Seems
as he likes to tell me untrue
things when I ask him anything.
I have asked him things, he tells
me and I find out different later.
What is the matter with his
health, as you told me some time
ago there was something more
than I ever knew. Why not tell
me?
What is he planning on doing
In '59?
How much longer will we live
where we are now? What happened to the ring he had?
Hope you answer these questions as I have written several
time and received no answer, you
did answer one for me, thanks.
Am looking for this soon.
--- Thank you,
Love Some One.
Dear Love Some One:
Your husband can't tell you
anything because you get out and
tell eveThyThing he tells you, you
are a trouble maker and he
knows it and as for him he
doesn't like to start trouble. I
suggest you see a doctor in regards to his health. I'm sorry but
I can't look at your plans for
1959 with your husband. You will
only live where you are another
year. The ring he had is with
some of is things there at home.

Machines
BENNETT
PHONE 201

friend. Yes, he was with her at
her home and she borrowed the
truck to go to town. No, he doesn't
love this woman, he loves you,
but he doesn't love your ways.
The divorce depends on you. He
is tired of being accused of things
he doesn't do, also he is tired
of all the nagging you do and
never a kind word. My advice to
you if you don't want to lose
your husband is to change your
ways and start now, not next
week. Yes, your oldest son and
his wife will drift back, and he
as the other. Yes, your son will

HUSTLER
teach in his home town next year.
Ckie farm worker now produces
No, he won't marry the girl he
food for about 25 non-farm peris going with now. As to your sons.
living alone depends on your ways ...................
and if you change.

/Hearing Aid Batteries.

PICTURESQUI PIKEVILLE
Pikeville with its long narrow
streets is surrounded by thickly
timbered countryside that ranges
from the hilly to the mountainous, with neighboring roads that
reveal scenes of wild, almost
breathtaking, beauty.

4‘...
:
64. 41*/
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117 Mils

Complete Line
For all makes ....i besriag aids!
Visit our Bearing AM Departascot at your first opportunity.
CITY DRUG CO.
'none 79
1118 Lake Street

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE
AT
Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
319-31 Walnut St.

Fulton

Phone 201

raiMia

Comeout and"fill-up"and
Bring the Children to see SANTA!
Santa Claus will be at SUPER
DUPER Pipeline in the Highlands
FOUR BIG DAYS
DEC. 21 - 22 - 23 - 24
9 A. M. TILL 6 P. M.
Children Must Be In A Car Or Any Motor Vehicle For Safety Sake.
Each Child Will Receive A Christmas Gift.

Dear Pat,
I read your column every week
and I find it most interesting. I
have some questions I would like
very much for you to answer for
me.
Will V. V. and B. V. ever mike
up and go back together again?
They have a little boy. I hope they
can get their misunderstanding
all cleared up and go back together for the sake of the child
if nothing else, for he loves his
mother and daddy both. Does B.
V. love V. V.? If they will go
back together how long will it
be? Will be looking for my answer in the paper next week.
Thanks,
Anxious.
Dear Anxious:
Yes,/your couple will go back
togelifer, but it will be several
days yet and the child will bring
them back together. They are both
in love with each other, but they
are both bull headed and hate
to own up to the other that they
were wrong.
Dear Pat,
I am worried over a few things,
4111111111111111/11111111111111111111111Mtlis.

we soy "Thanks" for
good will during the
year, and Season's
Wishes.

- Thanks For Your Valued Patronage Through The Year
. •

ipe me uas uompany

IRBY'S FASHION SHOP

. I. C.
Fulton, Ky.

No. 1 Lake Street
Phone 9188
Super-Duper
Phone 9148
Open 24 Hours A Day
24 -- HOUR ROAD SERVICE --24

. L. urooms

ons

DISTRIBUTORS
PIPELINE GAS -- CONOCO OIL
GILLETTE TIRES
1;
PHONE 723

imernongiismiasioniamill."
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Barney Google and Snuffy Smith

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

SNUFFY,DID YE EVER
(SNIF) THANKY,
SHERIFF, FER
STOP TO THINK HOW
MANY PEEPUL SUFFER RENNIE:AN' ME
TO BUY
FROM THIS HERE
TUBERCU -A LOSIS?
CHRISTMAS

1 ChrisTuttis
GreWip

SEALS!

to all good people everywhere.

ROGERS GROCERY
V 4th & Can Streets

Fulton

1011170703110111710011110411Niallainealtle71071031117010107taleitietaInealializauleap
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Money, The Un-Spendable Kind,
Gains More and More Devotees

Nlau this 1 idetide he one oi
resounding toy anti good
for you and all those
. dear to you.

The rest were gathered into a
Some persons work hard to collect money they don't need and, batch, weighed to make sure none
was missing and melted down.
can't spend.
To them a.Lincoln head denny Presumably, every 1933 double
can be worth $120, Confederate eagle was accounted for, But soon
dollars more valuable than United the coins appeared on the colStates bills: an apparently plain lectors' market. Someone, knowit old nickt 1 worth $6,500.
ing he was getting a rants had
4
Coins and bills take on this stibatitued Older double eagles for
ilappu
4
sort of value in the eyes of numis- nine new ones before 'he weighing.
matists, collectors of money.
4
Throughout the United States,
The Governme-.1
a court
the National Geographic Society suit, was able ••• ,..et back eight.
_lloiday
says, interest in the hobby is The ninth turned up recently in
mounting. No one knows exactly the collection of Egypt's deposed
how many collectors there 'are. King Farouk.
But journals of coin collecting are
.SeaJon
growing in number and size; new
clubs are being formed; more
money dealers are opening shops.
The hobby is far from new. The
first minted coins appeared.
On Wednesday the Society of
scholars believe in the Near East
about 700 B. C. and about the Christian Service met in the home
same time in China. Collectors of Mrs. Bondurant.
followed shortly after. Augustus
The house was attractively deCeasar had a collection, and the corated with
candles and beautiChinese are believed to have col- ful pictures
that help to put
lected in this period.
Christ into Christmas. Upon arChurch Street
Fulton. Ky.
Later the Renaissance spurred riving
Mrs. Clyde Linder pined a
With a- corsage on each
a the hobby in Europe.
of fourteen mem107.3111110,10MMXIMMIMMTOPSMIORMIMMIMIMIIIMMIMIMMi wakening interest in classic arts,
bers and one visitor, Mrs. S. A.
Greece
and
Rome
the
coins
of
SIMMAIIIIIMMIMIRMIS
came to be in demand. In the
1
United States. the Numismatic
and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia believed to be the first
I
such group incorporated in the
country, is 100 years old this year.
To fanciers the value of a coin
depends on its scarcyt condition,
beauty, and historical interest
rather than its intrinsic worth.
Age is unimportant in clet:rmining value. A Roman copper
may bring only a few cents, while
a 1914 penny, with a mint mark
"D" showing it was made in Denver Colorado, can be worth $120.
Sometimes the slightest difference in the piece will make a tremendous difference in its price.
In 1841, for example, "quarter
We expect to have our mill opened in the
eagles" — gold coins worth $2.50
very near future, so we can again serve you
— were minted in Philedelphia;
V
as we have in the past.
Vw
Charlotte, North Carolina; and
Dahlonega Georgia, where gold
Listen to WFUL for this announcement, and
V
was mined during the 19th cenV
watch the January issues of THE NEWS for
tury.
V
The Philadelphia coins bear no
more information which we will have for you.
V
mint mark. They sell for $5,000.1
*
Identical pieces with the telltale
In the meantime, we again thank you for
V
"C" or "D" are valued at $17.50.
your understanding and patience during and
V
Some coins are unique and in
V
after our recent fire, and take this opportunity
sense, beyond price. The Smith4
sonian Institution in Washington
to wish you and yours a very Merry Christmas.
V
has many such pieces in its worldV
famous collection. Its curator of
V
numismatics, Dr. Vladimir ClainV
Stefanelli, is planning modernized exhibits to display them.
Included are two 1933 "double
eagles" — $20 gold pieces. The
V
United States went off the gold
Paschall Street
South Fulton
standard while they were being
made. The mint therefore had no
authority to issue them although
V
III •
lig MCarISCSKSYSIM IFS SIC AIM AvecsitasOw iscsic efg shcsaw*atimiggimagmogfica It gave a pair to the Smithsonian.

a

Cayce WSCS Meets
At Bondurant Home

Exchange Furniture Co.

I

Mrs. Carey

Frtelds •

Bynum, Doyle Frields, Eric Cunningham and Sam Mathis.
Jackson Brothers Funeral Home
had charge of arrangements, with
burial in Pinner Cemetery.
I wish the News, staff and
correspondents and readers everywhere, a Very Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year.
Becky Lynn infant daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis was
on the sick list a few days ago,
altho she is improved at this
writing.
Over this area, the sport of
hunting has taken an new life
for the past week. Altho quail
seems to be wild, so the reports
goes, a hunter, his friend and doggone good bird dogs, are about
ready for rest after a few hours
of hunting. The coveys are small
and scattered over wide areas
hunters report to your writer
In every nook and corner the
Spirit of Christmas is evident
around these parts. Children are
happy with the first decoration
goes up. We have lovely Tennessee cedar, which you can select
the right size for your house. Then
there is misletoe that many
gather just for tradition, and love-

Mrs. Lucy Ward
Dies In Mississippi
Mrs. Lucy Ward, 37, of Brookhaven, Miss., died at 9:30 a. m.
Friday, Dec. 20, in a nursing home
there.
She was the mother of the late
Neal Ward of Fulton.
Funeral services were held
Saturday at 3 p. m. at Brookhaven.
---

Mr. Chap Johnson is suffering
from a deep seige of cold and is
indisposed at this writing.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter is imprc145ing at her home near here. She
is now able to be out some.
Tobacco stripping and classing
continues at a rapid pace due to
the warm, rainy season this week.
Dios In Michigan
Mrs. Ora Byars suffered a deep
gash on her head, a few days ago,
Mrs Nellie Hatter died Friday
when she fell against a stove, inmorning, Dec. 20, at Port Huron,
ficting an ugly wound. She lost
Mich.
quite a bit of blood, on way to
Funeral services were held Sata hospital in Fulton. A quick reurday at Port Huron. She was
covery is hoped by her many
the mother of George Hatler of
friends.
Fulton.
Paul Rickman lies critically ill
ly it is. So the en. e family are
at his home this district. Many
now busy as bees to honor the
have visited his bedside over a
birth Of the Christ Child.
period of many weeks now and
still no hope for the suffering
young *man.
Death has claimed the life of
Fulton-47M= City Illway
Mr. Irvin Frields, 82, after a proSAT--SITE.. DEC. 2I-21
long illness of asthmas, followed
(Starts at 6:53 and 820
by complications. He suffered a
FLAME OF THE ISLANDS
stroke last Friday at _his home
With Yvonne DeCarlo
Mrs.
Biggs
with children Mr. and
Roberts Murray Road.
MOMEMOIMMUMIMEN
IS1M OffMMIli. AtiliMiratIOW
He was a devout member of
Knob Creek Church of Christ and
is survived by his companion, a
daughter, two granddaughters,
and several grandchildren, a brother, Ed Frields, Dukedom, Route
0 • •••
1,; a sister Mrs. Will Abernathy.
Willsville, Mc.; a number of
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held at
THE BIGGEST,
Knob Creek. Rev. Boone Douthitt
officiated. Rev. Garvin Brundidge
FINEST, MOST JOYFUL
conducted the song service.
Acting pallbearers were: Granville Vincent, John Smoot, J. W.
CHRISTMAS EVER,

STAMM Drive-La

IL

Jones.
to
I OU
Mrs. Jim Purcell presided in the
absense of Mrs. Chester Wade
over the program.
After Mrs. Linda gave the devotion the group sang "Joy To
The World."
The March of Mission Evangel
was a inspiring program of story,
song and music.
Business and secretary reports
were presented by different offices.
One of the highlight, of the
evening was a social hour with
gift exchange from a beaut,ful•
decorated and lighted tree. Refreshments of date pudding custard and toasted nuts was served
by the hostess, Mrs. Car and
Mrs. Bondurant.
Eftssumumaisamestansmag
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Fulton Coca Cola Bottling Co. •
a
Fulton, Ky.
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Attention!

1 BUTTS MILLING COMPANY
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In every window is the evidence that once again we are at that special time of
the year.
... Christmas. Not only in the windows but in the faces and actions of
those around us. Our thoughts at this season are of the many fine folks we have
had the pleasure of serving this past year. Our best Christmas wishes to all of you.

0

Merry Christmas from the Employees and Directors of

HICKMAN-FULTON COUNTIES

V
V

KENTUCKY MOTOR COMPANY
"YOUR OLDSMOBILE — CADILLAC DEALER"
East State Line

Phone 1005

1111110101011111101101111/10111111110111117103111111111111111101ammemarnsammaramainusaursumammamamarmas

Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
HICKMAN,KY
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Hear Mary-Nella's program, "My Fair Lade .vary
day ou WFUL at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Friday.
HELLO!. . . AND THE MERRIEST CHRISTMAS
TO YOU . . . 'Twas the BUSIEST Diarist this week . . .
what with TWO papers published the SAME week. . .
but, you know. . . we DON'T mind as our hearts are so
FULL of thoughts of the GLORIOUS SEASON.. . and
we think of all the different FACES of Christmas! Have
you ever thought how MANY there are To list a FEW,
we'd say that Christmas is for FAMILIES . . . everyone
sharing together the joy of being HOME for Christmas
... Christmas is for FRIENDS when we "Extend a hand
to touch a hand, to share a laugh, to eat and drink together in good fellowship and cheer" . . . the time for
open house and open hearts, which is part of the joy
of Christmas.
But MOST o fall — Christmas
is for CHILDREN! For them the
dolls, the guns, trains, bikes, wagons, dresses and the glorious
surprises to gaze upon with shining eyes and hearts — that must
surely BURST with the WONDER of it all!
Yes, one day our lives have 3
SAMENESS --- day after day our house is just a house wit).
winter at the window and we
add a glitter here, a sparkle
there — and ALL at once — it's
CHRISTMAS!
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SAVE
COMII Sn

AT AILPI

22 INCHES TALL
UNBREAKABLE
ROOTED HAIR
WASHABLE SKIN

$349
TINY-TOT

WAGON
WALT DISNEY
CHARACTER
DECORATED

gOVSS
S
until
ST
ioniabt
09ons..00 r.
0

NEW RADIO STEEL
16 INCHES LONG

,
ett TueldaY'E e
curistotas vatti 6°
r. Ds/
rt.ctnis°sea
ursasT

ea. $149

cl overlb

OVEN-READY

JET PLANE

40)
.••••
.,.4
/
v ,
-i
- 20T0 24 LB. AVG. 10 TO 14 LB. AVG.
:.Ir

c

Gun and
Holster Set
2 PEARL HANDLED
GUNS, DECORATED
BELT
HOLSTER

lb.

2
5(
2 GIRL'S TOY
SET

Pascal Celery

a
a
a
a
a
a

Grapes
Potatoes
Tomatoes

Fancy Call?.

CALIFORNIA

I
•

39° Lettuce cr=8."
1
10Bag 69° Yellow Onions
Brazil Nuts
2

Emporer
U.S. No. 1

LbS

S.

No. 1

Idaho

Plastic 0150

Peak

Tube AI

Brand

2
3

Hda.

350

CLet

290

New

Bag
1-Lb.

Crop

Bag

Beverages

GINGER

3

ALE KOLA
PLUS BOTTLE CLUB SODA TOM COLLINS
DEPOSIT
ROOT BEER

Apple Sauce
4
Fruit Cocktail
3
Peach Halves
3
Sweet Potatoes
2
Pineapple Juice
HOLIDAY CANDIES
4
Chocolates
Hard Mix Candy
100% Filled Candy
AaP

Suit

A&P
Chng

A&P

A&P

Cznoeodo

Royal
Luster
Worth
More

Mincemeat

16-01.
Cans
30-0:

Cans
Cans
No, 3
Cans
413-0z.
Can

49°

1.99

111-01.

Rum Flavored

Jar

Butter Kernel

Whole Kernel

Crisco Shortening

Corn

2

16-0s
Cans

29c

49c Sharp Cheddar Cheese
1.00
CAASTYLETH) lb. 69`
85c
k
2.95
p
45c Cheese Gift Box 4
Ctn.
'I 65c
29c Egg Nog Mix
us
PARKERik.ar
N T

Lb.
Box
14-0z.
„.
Bag
Leff.
141.41 Oz.
..
Bag

Paramount

24 OZ

BOTTLES

Fancy
Asat

nA, Lb
S,ze

Angel Food Ring

Pj
aarZe
er

Golden

25c Niblets Corn
33c Cake Mix

3 ran 96c

29C
Shedds Old Style Sauce
L Lady Betty Soled Dressing 8 Oz.Jar 23e

Es.

FRUIT
139 3 Lb. 265 5
Whole
Kernel
Duncan Hines
Spice

2
3

ASSORTMENTS
DOLL'S DIAPER

74
:7
41—

YUKON CLUB

8-01..
Bottle

Fulton, Ky. I

STALK

CRISP 24 SIZE

Golden

ELMER MANSFIELD
Church and Main Streets

SHANK
PORTION

set $298

GUN$299

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Mansfield Ashland Station

BOY'S PLASTIC
TOY
ASSORTMENTS
FIRE FIGHTER
OR LAND, SEA
AND AIR

lb.

lb.

4s,
0!..
ii sows'
me—
a
PLUS — LATEST NEWS EVENTS!
A
A
1ronimairommunrumwormagroximmerropereesesaseramosperso

perity.

BELTSVILLE
4 TO 8 LB. AVG.

SMOK
ED
HAMS
57 47
WHOLE
OR HALF

I
I

this wish, we join your many
friends in wishing your
health, happiness and pros-

ea.

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY 12 TO 16 LB. AVG.

ilKOKOKOKIKOKOKOKOKIIIK

A Merry Christmas to youl
May this Season radiate its
warmth into the very corners
of your heart and home. in

USAF—FRICTION
RUBBER TIRED
$ 39

49c

HAS`

lb.35c

Dewey Lake, completed in 1949,
is formed by a flood control dam
across Johns Creek. Located near
Prestonsburg, the like is 16 miles
long and covers 860 acres

SATURDAY
UMIVrTni
DEC. 27th and 28th
V GRANT WILLIAMS in
P—L—U—S
; "THE MONOLITH "LOVE SLAVES
; MONSTERS'.
OF THE AMAZONS"
SUNDAY & MONDAY — DEC. 29-30
Podsimo:Wei bd.. YOUTH WILL UNDERSTAND,

LOCKHEED

I
1.

FRDIDU
O ABYLE
8( FEATURE

I

EVERGLAD
DOLLS

YOU'LL SAY*

White who are visiting for the
holidays. Whayne is in Law
School at the University of Tennessee and Fredrica teaches ;n
the Knoxville grade school. 'Twill
be an afternoon of gay conversation — and a wonderful opportunity for EVERYONE to see
EVERYONE.

Jackie Edwards who attends
Memphis State and Donnie Rogers, also a student there who
lives in Union City, will entertain
with Open House on New Year's
Day at the home o: Jackie's parThe home-town is bubbling ents, Laverne and Jack Edwards
over with excitement — with all on Park Ave.
of the KIDS home from school.
Everyone planning parties, going to parties — buying gifts, , How we would LOVE to list
EVERY party that is given during
giving gifts and there's one group
the holidays — but 'twould be
of college students who are havimpossible unless Your poor
ing a very special celebration Diarist at at her typewriter ALL
the Fulton High graduating Class
during the holidays and just
of 1954. The members of this class
WROTE — and WROTE — and
have come from colleges here,
WROTE — so PLEASE forgive
there, and EVERYWHERE and
me — because, you know — I'D
will have a class re-union at the
like to have a little time to go
Derby Cafe Monday evening. The
to a PARTY or ttxo — myself'.
occasion wil be a lovely banquet
But DO have the HAPPIEST
and we know they'll have the
most WONDERFUL time ever — CHRISTMAS — and I'll be with
you again in the Diary in 1958!
just swapping stories — telling
Bless you, and thank you for beof their future plans — et al. Our
ing my "interested readers" durcongratulations go to ALL of
trig the past years -- because I
them — and we hope you'll have
love ALL of you Sincerely,
a great reunion — and the HAPMARY NELLE.
PIEST Christmas — ever!
Nelle and Fred Gibson will
entertain with Open House Sunday afternoon between the hours
of 3 and 5 for their daughter,
Fredric& and son-in-law, Whayms

A &P
HOLIDAY
GIFT
Suggestions

CHECK
PREPARE

Lb
Size

395

Es.

12-0z.
Cans

19-0x.
Pkgs.

39c

29c
1.00

PRICES IN THIS AO EFFECT!VE THRU TUES., DEC 24

BAG, PICNIC OR
TOTER WITH DOLL
YOUR CHOICE

98c

set

WALT DISNEY

CHARACTER
WH1RLY TOYS DONALD DUCK
MICKEY MOUSE

—

AND PLUTO
YOUR CHOICE

98'

eaChristmas
Tree Lights
(Lights Burn Individually)

15 LIGHT SETS

INDOOR
OUTDOOR

349

469

WHILE STOCKS

LAST!

COUNTY SEAT
Service, passes on the following
anecdote with a grain of salt.
Throughout the Revolutionary
The elephant concerned had
seen a keeper steal its bread War, Harrodsburg was the seat
of Kentucky County, which was
ration and hide the food under
December, 1778 The
his turbair. At the first opportun- organized in
populaion of 198 per.
ity, the beast snatched turban town had •
sans.
and bread, and ate both.
horse,
beaver,
they
but
led
but
orangutan,
smart,
Elephants are
As an example of his own credDecember 24: Pauline Thong ESTABLISHED yeas
are hardly the mental giants pic- lion, grizzly bear, pack rat, moun- ulity, Mr. Chaturvedi recalls an
son, George Greengrass, Mrs. Rotured by the tall-tale fraternity. tain goat, and dog.
elephant roll call he witnessed
Upon the establiahment of the bert Moore, Polly Thompson;
Legends of the elephant's phe- when a young officer. As each Marines by Congressional resol- December 23: Hal Wiseman, Mr.
One zoo director, after an exhaustive study of animal be- nomenal memory and ability to name was sounded, the animal ution on November 10, 1775, Cap- and Mrs. Duncan Alexander, Jane
havior, placed the Indian elephant even old scores often stem from lifted its trunk, as if to say, "pre- tain £3amuel Nlcho/as was order- Gordon, Mrs. H. L. Collier, Terry
third in a list of 10 most intelli- the imagination of the mahouts sent, sir." He was much impress- ed to recruit two battalions of Taylor, Glenda Bonds, Mrs. R. R.
gent animals, the National Geo- who train and ride them. M. D. ed—until he learned that ma- Marines.
McClellan; December 26: Cynthia
graphic Magazine says. It was *Chaturvedi, who spent 30 years houts guided the salutes.
Kendall,
Wright, Mrs. Oma
outranked by chimpanzee and as an offieer in the Indian Forest
On the other hand, Mr. ChatNEW CORN TYPE
Mayme Bennett, Mrs. Elsie Prourvedi
once
knew
an
elephant
111111111111111111111111111111M111111•01111•11111
A new type of dent corn hav- vow, Becky Wiseman, Mrs. Oliver
that seemed to show power of
ing
a high content of an unusual Cunningham; December 27: H. C.
reasoning and memory. He was
riding it back to base when it kind of starch known ea amYlnee Sams,:r., Ward Johnson, Barbara
been developed, says the Watson, Carolyn Neeley, Diane
suddenly stopped short and re- =
. It has as much as 80 per- Mullins, Sarah King; December
fused to go on. Deciding to humor
it, Chaturvedi turned around and cent competed to 25 percent n 28: Edmund Rucker, Kelton
May your Christmas
discovered his raincoat lying in ordinary cornstarch; it will serve Hardy, Ree Moore, Tilman
the road where it had slipped as a raw material for making Cooley; December 29: Tommy
be bounteous and
durable f1bers, plastics and tran- Beard, Mrs. Dulca Richards; Defrom the elephant's back.
sparent fllms.
full of good cheer.
cember 30: Lula McCord, Mrs.
Whatever their intelligence
W. T. Sammons, George Easley,
quotient, many elephants labor
prodigiously, faithfully, and skill- know enough to refuse to labor Mrs. Sam Williams, Carl R. Pirtle,
under tropic sun without a daily Mrs. Curtis Brockwell, William
fully under
a mahouts. the direction of their wallow in fresh running water. Cook; December 31: Estelle RinkThe big tuskers that toil in 1•111fintilgintiltIK111111M111111411111111111111111•11•11111111111111111111111111111111.11111.111111111g1111
the forests of India and other
Asian lands not only move logs
but help knot the dragropes too.
•
When loading logs on a trolley,
•
the animal must place them properly' in pyramid fuel% Another
a beautiful -new room"
then shunts the little wheeled
cars into position, pulls the chains
in just one day with
tight around the logs, and pushes
5.
the loaded train down the yard.
One blind elephant collected
logs rolled downhill by other elephants, and stacked them in lots
no DELUXE LATEX WALL PAINT
of 20. She separated each lot from
• Easy to apply
the other by the same space,
• One gallon does the
measured by the length of her
average room
own body.
.4.14.4
.
6444
,
114Aic- 4
*seen peednes so all
• Guaranteed washable
One method used to round up
• Dries in one hour
work elephants calls for digging
• Latest colors
our good friends. May
deep pits across the herds' known
trails. The trapped animals are
See our complete line of ,Z1
raised gradually by filling the
She Christmas blessinp
wallpaper and accessories! ; S. P. MOORE & CO.
holes with wood. They are then
roped and led away by koomkies,
IV
of Peace and Happiness
or trained elephants.
More exciting is the keddah,
Fourth St. — Fulton
be yours today and hi
or drive. With encircling fires
and an unearthly din made by
•
torn-toms, tin cans, and gunshots,
Iht dor to follow.
beaters force a wild herd into a
Church Street
Phone 35 Ampsomiwomomeaseenenoasee cul-de-sac. Individual members
are separated from the group
and noosed while tame elephants
crowd about, holding the captives
helpless.
Training techniques differ. In
and its employees
Mysore, chanting men march around a captured elephant tied to nonont31111MIENnano701113•1•1111/111111 AOPO no rsse898989lwuo'mamma
a tree. When the beast is giddy,
a mahount jumps on and off its
back. After several months, the
elephant is ready for walks between two koomkies. Eventually,
Call Us For The Finest
by force and example, it learns
to follow orders given by its rider
In Television Service
in the form of subtle pressure by
Our TV repair men are trained to
I knee, heel or toe on the animal's
service every standard set. Call
ears or shoulders.
us for dependable service.
Trainers say that elephant
i cows, especially young ones, are
more alert and easier to teach
than males. After 30 thr brass are
considered too old to learn new
Phone 307
306 Main Street
tricks. But all work elephants
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Faithful, Intelligent Elephant
Is Over-Rated As Mental Prodigy

So AO
odeasy

ley, Gordon Wilbanks, Mrs. Steve • tavern or "ordinary," where
Wiley, Stella Hornbeak Yates, many notables were entertained
Louise Cardwell.
including the French botanist,
Michitux, Louis Philippe and his
HODGENVILLE
brother in 1797. After Hodgen died
ll in 1810, the settlement which had
Robert Hodgen erected a mi
on his land in Larue county a- sprung up around his tavern wps
bout 1789. In addition to oper- named "Hodgenville" in his honaUng the mill and farm, he ran or.
eninlingintintatilt1111•11111111111111•11111111111111111111
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FROM OUR HOUSE!

FULTON FABRIC SHOP
Mrs. R. E. Hyland
Fulton I
Commercial Avenue
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EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.

el•
IMO

KING MOTOR COMPANY

FULTON THEATRE

when your TV
needs a friend...

Roper Television

I

"Your Authorised Pontiac Dealer"
West State Line — Fulton
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A host of good wishes
to our many friends
From the Staff and Management of,,,

'

.
1

I

/I

Get Your Favorite Brands Here!

a

Gins, Rums, Liquors, Iced Li
Wines and Cold Beer To Go

a
Coalreniebd Location! *
A
Plenty of FREE Parking

a

a

TAYLOR CHEVROLET CO.
Lake Street

Phone 38
Fulton,
V
sainenaleaostaninsinoniamasesionnollia.1011§111111111,111110310PEW MO
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You Are

i

Always

Welcome!

WWI(Sat

Mg ACswag Ai AL11111ii OIL SIC SS 111(11Kalg
raft dB_

DID SOMEBODY SAY

ttriotmco?

1
1

Fulton. Kentucky
Located on the Mayfield Highway next to the Ford garage
WRAY WARD
P. DALTON, SR.

I7a

TMAS
HRISfiliriK-

to:counting our

blessings, for asq•nowledging with gratitude the
loyalty of our f4aisch, and for expressing appre-

a

ciation and good wishes that the yuletide will be
a Joyous and happy season.

Appreciated

LIQUOR
STORE

C

a
a

Your Business

&e.e•...911erry eltrietmae to c.4111

1

CITY COAL CO.
Fulton, Ky.

BEST

eLt,

WISHES

tilet6

FULTON BANK
MEMBER F. D. I. C.
FULTON. KENTUCKY
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Egg Nog In Holiday Mood!

Meet At Derby Cafe
Twenty-six Victory Home Makers met at the Brown Derby for
their December meeting, a most
delightful day was spent and
thanks again to the hostess, Mrs.
Luby Howell, and the staff members of the Brown Derby for their
generous hospitality.
Three new members have been
added to the club, Mrs. Roy Carver, Mrs. Herman Harrison and
Mrs: Elmer Hixon.
Miss Myra Scearce was the
chosen,..delegate to Farm and
Home week in January with Mrs.
Ernest Jenkins as alternate.
The club had a lesson on recreation given by Mrs. Harold Williamson, which was enjoyed by
all.
As amid the hurried lives of
every one, it has been found that
so much recreation is very essential towards good health.
Mucfh fun and laughter was
enjoyed by everyone when the
time came for exchanging the
Christmas packages.
The Clubs guest at noon was
an old member, who was very
faithful and effeciebt to the club,
but now works publicly. None
other than Mrs. Harold Cobeland.
Also a visitor to the club was
Mrs. L Smith.

M.

Scott's Floral Shoppe

I

Main St.
Fulton, Ky.
114111/marnimoirwatexusirmainersamensimuninnomeartmoyamala
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Christmas to yout
indeed a welcome
occasion for greeting our
Merry

Christmas is

friends. We

are

happy to

express our appreciation of our
relationship at least once a year
because the sense of gratitude
is certainly with us the year

'round. May the season bring
you happiness and satisfaction.

A
JOYOUS
YULE

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
Phones 95-795
Fulton. Kentucky
111111111111114114111111.1111111111111111.111111.1111141111411111111114111111411110111114114114111111
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LA

AY and festive, egg nog Ma Into
all the parties of the holiday
season. The tradltional drink, available In the market ready to use
from Thanksgiving through New
Year's makes entertaining easy.
Serve it Just as it comes from the
carton In a bowl or pitcher, garnished with whipped cream or
scoops et ice cream
Egg nog is a luscious ingredient
too for many unusual holiday dessert dishes. Egg Nog Cheese Cake
with Cranberry Topping is •
delicious
the classic
cheese cake, created by Sealtest
Kitchens Here', how to make it
Egg Nog Cheese Cake
With Cranberry Topping
Crust:
c u p sugar
n
zwieback
Ii';, Salt
crumbs
egg•.
tbsp sugar
s.parated
,A tip ground
% lop ground
nutmeg
I tbep nwited
% ts
nuptliv
"
Signilla
% top ruin
butter
flai,orIng
cup gene Ping
F Mon.:
cups Cranberry
•upsr.-.m.1
Glaze.
,ot tag.. hreN.
below

G

version of

(41d.ht tat

,dgl a kemy CizAi441,44t-

cup

OWENS FLORIST
g Vine Street
Fulton, Ky.
•70Wilumnpannimmanammantiameorimmaims
411111111411111111111101/11110/1/1111111110WIIIMMPRI1111111471/01411111MX111111011111101/11110

Photo: Stetted Kitcherss
firmly onto the bottom of a IP"
spring form pan. Bake in a moderate oven 325',
min. CooL
Filling: Beat cheese siLightly —
just enough to break curds. Blend
in Mi cup cf sugar, flour, and salt.
Add unbeaten egg yolks, 1,4 tsp.
nutmeg. vaellia and rum flavoring.
Stir in Egg Nog. Beat the mixture
vigorously until ouite smooth —
about
min.
Beat egg whites until foamy Add
remaining % cup of sugar a tablespoon at. a time, beating well after
each addition. Continue beating until mixture forms moist, shiny
peaks. Fold into cheese-Nog mixture. GenCy pouf the mixture over
the crumb crust. Bake in moderate •
oven. 325', I hr. 20 min. Remouve
from oven and cool on rack. Cover
cake with

10

Sutherland's "MD" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
City Drug Co., Fulton

i I ano

1w Simons Paint & Wallpaper Store
"Red Spot Paints"
Fulton, Ky.

East State Line
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Merry Chrictmas and A Happy New Year
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for your complete happiness in the days to come.

a
k
a

a
a
a
a

FOR YOUR

FINE PATRONAGE
AND GOOD WILL

a

a

ARMOUR
CREAMERY

I
a

Fulton, Ky.

RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
Main

Street — Fulton
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hunt..

it
V
A
V
a
Western Auto
a BRADY BR0THERS1 I
a
Associate Store i:
GARAGE
a
Home owned and operat-a
West State Line
V
ed by Than Fagan
1a
Fulton
litvLake Street Fulton, Ky.:
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; and a

TO WISH YOU

;41appyNewYear

a
a
a
familiar thought at this season, when traditions and the
memories of past Yuletide: bring the whole family together
again to enjoy the blessings of Christmas.
The kids who only yesterday were listening for reindeer on
the roof may be miles away today, at school, in new jobs.
yet each Christmas, If only In thought, they come home again
for Christmas.
Our most sincere Christmas Wishes for you and your entire
family at this special Season.
A

from your

yitit4,1

Sanitone Cleaner
OK Laundry It Sanitone Cleaners
Phone 130 — Fulton. Ky.
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i

WATSON COMPANY

s "Well drilling and Water Clarification Specialists"
Union City Highway
Phone 26!
Fulton
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Thank You

sing Psalms

an his wondrous works"

SO103114

WISHING YOU

Cab!.NOV likedilblt

AND

oo
wishes
unto him: talk ye of

011411111411111111111111111111111111

We extend to you our

I

011111111411H11411

-mg unto him,
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with every good wish
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ozeetinGs

"PORTRAITS LIVE FOREVER"
Commercial Avenue — Fulton, Ky.
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% cup cold water Cook, stirring
constantly, until mixture boils and
clears. Boil mixture 5 min. longer,
stirring occasionally. Add 2 cups
Crust: Conibine crumbs. 2 than waghed, drained, fresh whole cransugar and
tsp. ground nut- berries. Cook 5 min. more, stirring
nrg with melted butter. press occasionally Cool. 2 cups glaze. MS

a

GARDNER'S STUDIO

Churchi St. — Fulton

No Odors

top of
cooled Cranberry
Glaze Chill thoroughly in refrlger•
ator One 9" cake. 12 sorvings.
CRANBERRY GLAZE: Mix together in heavy saucepan, % cup
sugar and 4 tsp. cornstarch. Add

10 I MOW Ai At01/1114110111111111511“111/11414111111 ACPi nit SACO/ACM MAI

JOYOUS
GREETINGS
at Christmas

Andrews Jewelry Store

RUPTURE
The Sensational New Invention

10

recipe

1101EICOMOBW:NaCal
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Victory Homemakers
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SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Smallman and Employees

first.
spect due a loaded gun. This Is you pull the trigger.
8. Never climb a tree or a fence
O. Never point a gun at anythe cardinal rule of gun sad.).
a loaded gun.
2. Carry only empty guns which thing you do not want to shoot. with
P. Never shoot at a flat, hard
7. Never leave your gun tanare broken down or have the actit surface or the surface of water.
ion open into your automobile, attended unless you unload
camp, and home.
3. Always be sure that the
barrel and action are clear of
obstructions.
4. Always carry your gun so
that you can control the direction of the mtuatie, even if you
stumble.
5. Be sure of your target before

—PARTY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN?

Fruit Pies Glow for Christmas

Sot
Pre
Be
tradi
at ho
most
whet
Corn
come
peopl
frien,
they

C1ZcYed

6Whd

MAKE
OUR STORE

ructirrt,
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:

YOUR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR

TINY TOGGERY
Main Street—Phone 1218

H. D. STANFIELD
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_Hot Spiced 'Tomato Soup
Chrstmas season is the per.
1
and
parties
air/ 01111Ce. each) condensed
cans
for
I
year
feet time of
tomatri lour
Neighbors
friendly get-togethers
water
cans
aoup
and relatives are anxious to sea
Daelt cinnamon or ground ckwes
"what Santa brought'
heat
Combine all Ingredients
Plan an open house for the boll8-8 servings
and delight all with a ,
days
colorful buffet supper Hot spiced
Holiday Casserole
tomato soup with its bright red
cans 115% ounce* each) macaroni
color and pleasing 11 l'OMS Is the perw t h cheer, ea lice
especially when
fect "starter'
cane II ounces each) boned
or
served from your prettiest cups
or turkey for about,
chicken
I'4 cup,leftover turkes
mugs. Follow with easy Holiday
I cups cooked whole kerne, (Ales
Casserole made with canned macs.
ti cup diced pimientu
be
roni with cheese sauce It can
t, cup crushed potato chips
combined early in the day then
guests
thr
Combine macaroni, contents of
before
simply heated Jost
can of boned chicken corn and
fruit pie pimiento in a 3-quart casserole.
For thr grand finale
g
flambe. deck the table as a glowin
sprinkle potato chips on top Bake
party
dessert for the Christmas
in a moderate oven i375 F.f about
show
For an extra spectacular
1 hour Makes 8 generous servings
flambe
lower the lights before you
proudly
Fruit Pies Flambe
the pies. Then serve
T
OPEN HOUSE BUFFE
r Bake frozen fruit pies as di
; retied on package Just before sem
Hot Spiced Tomato Soup
Holiday Casserole
ing cut a small circle from top
Towed Green Salad
:
' crust and drop in sugar cube that's
Butter
Hot Biscuits
been soaked in lemon extract, then
Fruit Pies Flambe
i light
Csitfle•

Irbe
'
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Killebrew's Flowers and Gifts
Commercial Avenue
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Whiteway

Service

Station

Martin Highway — South Fulton
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season is over.

Hunters: Observe
These Safety Rules!

A chronic hunter gets a certain
and probably a license late
urge
lltie
iffelti
NINKetteltillt
111011911111(1111112ElgeltsiatemegiecelHIVIIHICII
every summer or early in the fall
to tote a gun through the woods
and pastures and prove what a
good shot he is.

HLL1'INIS— • -

Far too many hunters in their
eagerness to bag the limit forget the safety rules and bag
other hunters or themselves. Some
over-anxious and under-intelligent ones take aim at anything
that moves in the brush with
waiting to see if it's wearing
feathers, fur, or a sport jacket
If there were a Society for the
Prevention of Widows and Orphans o( Careless Ifuntens, it
would undoubtedly adopt as bylaws the ten commandments of
firearm safety set forth by the
National Rifle Association. These
ten safety rules should be memorized by all hunters.
1. Treat every gun with the re-

Wives do not always greet these
seasons with as much enthusiasm
as do the men folks, for they
may be asked to prepare some
meat
doubtful
and
unfamiliar
dishes. Of even greater concern
to them is the question of whether or not they are to be wives
or widows by the time hunting

happiness
The special
is
Christmas brings
assurance that
the
the memwe We in
friends.
ory of our

Eve is a precious
Tb• twat-sacred hush of late Christmas
glorious day to iollow.
'thing brimming with the promise of a
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A generous share of blessinp4
And May the Nets Year
Bring You Ever
Increasing Happiness

Go
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WISH
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PriK91K9 Best Wishes
-for
Ckristmas

Stop in anytime...
meet your friends here
—you're welc.nme at
all times. Ask to see
and try dbe latest model CONN instrument
of your choice. No obligation. Ask shout
out easy purchase plan
with RENTAL rrivilege.
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May contentment and
prosperity attend all
your efforts through
V
V

the days ahead and
may this Yuletide Season be one of oornplete
happiness for you and
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your loved ones...
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Fulton Building and Loan Association
Frankum
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co. a
208 Lake Street

Phone 1 I
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Southern Bell
Prepares For Rush

Obion County Farm
Leaders Re-Elected

Because its a great American
tradition to spend Christmas Day
at home, traffic slows down almost everywhere. That is, everywhere except at the Telephone
Company, which naturally becomes a beehives of activity as
people exchange greetings with
friends and relatives wherever
they may be.
What to expect in long distance
telephone service here was explained yesterday by Harold
Wiley, Manager of Southern Bell
here. He thinks all records may
be broken for Christmas traffic.
Every long distance operator
in Kentucky-1,758 of them—will
be on the job Christmas Eve and
Christmas Day to handle holiday
calls.
The Fulton Telephone office
alone will have around 38 operators on duty. These operators are
expected to complete 1,000 long
distance calls for the people of
Fulton in the 24 hour period..

New directors and officers for
1958 were chosen at the initial
meeting of the 1958 Obion County
Farm Bureau board held at the
Farm Bureau hall last Tuesday
night in Union City.

I

DEWEY AIM
All Immo of Imams

SAVE ! MT our
PACK XGE DEAL
"Cevesimg

411 Labe ift.
Felten, 17.

nese ddi

Atom Display Begins
Tennessee Exhibiting

The new directors, by district,
are: Districts 1 and 18, Harry
Ream s, succeeding Raymond
Wallace; District 2, S. G. Sandlin succeeding Homer Isbell; District 3, 10 and 12, Spencer Cunningham, re-elected; District 5,
A. C. Orr, succeeding Jerry Madding; District 8, John Cude, reelected.
Districts 8 and 11, John E.
Fowier, re-elected; District 13,
W. T. Phebus, re-elected; Districts 14 and 15, James Harold
Abbott, succeeding Hunter Miller; and at-large, C. C. Thomas,
re-elected, and Hunter Miller,
succeeding Miss Farrar Parrish.
Officers of 1957 were re-elected. These were: President, Willie
Sellers; vice-president, John E.
Fowler; and secretary-treasurer,
Hunter Miller.

A traveling exhibit depicting
the national "atoms for peace"
Program will begin a tour of
Tennessee communities January
6th beginning in eastern Tennessee.

PAINTZD

TRZES

Painteville, In Johnson county,
was named for Paint Creek which
early settlers found many large
trees stripped of their bark and
embellished
with drawings of
birds and animals painted in red
and black on the smooth undertrunk of the trees

PIGS I.IKZ IT
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Researchers In Iowa found that
ilailledidaddaletatabatiltatalatiltatatatatatatselltatatatallialltilltatata
Pip definitair Preferred
saccharin (a sweat substance
without aware food value) to
sugar itself. In one test baby pigs
made their best gains on starter
containing a pound of saccharin
per ton of ration and no sugar.
baby

Th6 mobile unit, property of bialleieltilltintatatelHasiitatatfitataiseatatilleittaisilleatealltatialltiatately
the U. S. Atomic energy Commission, will exhibit in Martin,
Tenn. next March 6th, and in
Union City March 29th, the tour
announced
this
representatives
week.

NEW SHIPMENTS
ARRIVING WEEKLY
Factory Returns

CHEER
and HEALTH
*
and HAPPINESS

SHOES
for children, boys,
mimes, men and women.
Huge savings.

Forrester Shoe Shop r
Main Street

to Our Friends

Reed Bros. Feed & Seed Company
409 College Street

Phones 620-1541

Fulton

ATKINS MOTOR SALES
Tilman Adams — James Fuller
Call 281

Lake Street Fad.
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FOSTIERIA

In 1326. a few months before
- a first sang,
Christy's Minstrel
"My Old Kentucky Nome." Stephen Collins Foster and his wife
came down the river from Pittsburgh on their way to New Orleans. It is locally affirmed that
on this trip Poster visited his
cousin. John Rowan Jr. at Federal Hill near Bardstown and
wrote tbe popular Kea.
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I FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Lai/ Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

I
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i

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Loan Ass's

a
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A. C. Fields. Sec-Treas
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee
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I Goss= Welding and Repair Shop
_ Mayfield Highway — Fulton
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May the flame of happiness

burn brightly in your home
this Christmas
•

1

. s AIR LENE GAS CO.
,I
OF FULTON
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Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
NO PRINTING JOB too large
or too smaIl for tM Fulton
News to do for you. Best
equipped shop in Fulton to
serve you. Phone 470.

WANTED

GIFT-WRAPPED

Short Order Cook

PACKAGES

Man for Nite Shift

BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in Good wages for man with best
Lake Street Liquor Store
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
of references - Sober - Honest
Shop.
Across from
- Reliable.
WE PRINT hundreds of thousCoca-Cola Plant
ands at envelopes, state- GEORGE BRAND, owner
ments, letterheads, business
DUTCH MILL MOTEL
cards and office forms yearPlenty Free Parking!
RESTAURANT
ly for businessmen all over
Mayfield, Ky.
the Ken-Tenn area, right in
North on U. S. Highway 45
our own well-equipped shop.
CONVENIENTLY located only
order.
The
Send us your next
a half-block off Lake Street
Fulton News, phone 470.
in the heart of downtown
"The printing number".
WE HAVE
Fulton, the Fulton News is
RCA WHIRLPOOL
HOME Furnishings: Good Refriready, willing and able to
gerators $49.95 to $199.95,
COMBINATION WASkIER
do your printing. 209 ComRound Tables $12.50, 9x12 Rugs
mercial Avenue, telephone
AND DRYER
$4.88. At Wade's Used Furni- RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
470: "The Printing number."
ture Store. Trade with Wade's
AIR CONDITIONERS
and Save. 112 Main St. Phone
I AM NOW representing the
TRADE • NOW
Greenfield Monument Works
478.
and will appreciate the opporOVERCOAT VALUES-You must
tunity to show you our beautiH&M
see these values to appreciate
ful line of memorials. Tom
them. Your choice only $27.95.
TELEVISION
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
Large size car coats with quiltFulton
202
Lake
St.
ed inner linings. Real values.
The Edwards Store. Mayfield,
AUTO BATTERIES
Ky.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment, 24-months' guarantee.
3-PIECE blond bedroom suite:
experienced workmen. Write
only $10.95, exchange
full-size dresser, bookcase bed
or call Watson C., Phone 161,
and chest, $126.00. Exchange
Fulton, Ky.
36-months' guarantee.
Furniture Company, Church
only $13.45, exchange
Street
A GOOD selection of clean used
living room suites at Exchange 48-months• guarantee,
HAVE YOU slumped at emr
only $16.95, exchange
Furniture Company on Church
large dieplay room ter yeur
Street
plumbing needs? See eur lugs
WESTERN AUTO
stocks at kitchen and bathFultoa
room fixtures; newest etylaa,
Lake Street
oolong; prices to St Your Pocketbook. Open suxylizne, day
or night at 909 Arch Street
"We earry parts and materiFor The
als." Campbell's Plumbing
Shop. Telephone 1037R.

HOUSEHOLD
CLEANING NEEDS

FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
tags always in stock; from
the largest to the smallest.
You can buy 'em plain or
we'll print 'ern for you. If
you need shipping tags, some
to the Fulton News office,
209 Commercial Avenue.

FOR SALE
ON CHURCH STREET, in So.
Fulton, completely remodled
two bedroom home, convenient to everything. Gas heat,
garage. Owner will finance
this with small down payment.
Vacant and ready. $4500.00.

Wallpaper Cleaner
Furniture Pelishes
Liquid floor wax
Paste floor wax
Glamorene rug cleaner
Bruce floor cleaner
"Easy-Aid" oven cleaner
Wax and dirt remover
Paint and varnish remover
"Dust-Go" Modern way to dust

IN COUNTRY CLUB COURTS
central heating, tile bath, living room, dining room combination. YOU CAN SPEND
CHRISTMAS IN THIS FINE
HOME. Even the shrubbry
has had loving attention. This
home was owner built and is
priced worth the money.
ON UNION CITY HIGHWAY,
if we have ever had a bargain this is it. 1140 feet of
highway frontage, ideal building sites, two homes, this property will bring in over $700.00
a year, and furnish you a place
to live. If you want a nice
home at the edge of town or
if you are looking for property
for investment purposes, by
renting main house this will
show a gross income of over
$1300 per year and property
will improve in value every
year. PRICED TO MOVE at
$10,000. Can finance this with
$2506.00 down payment. Possession in 30 days.
ON VINE STREET, in east
Fulton. Duplex for sale, close
to town. Everything separate,
with nice garage. Owner will
finance to right party. $4,500.00

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

ON TAYLOR ST. in South
Ftflton: the H. W. Ruddle
home. Two bedrooms; house
has been completely remodeled, fully insulated; has extra
lot, nice large garden space.
$6500.00.
ON HOLMES STREET in
South Fulton': - tWo bedroom
home with large utility room
and carport. $44750.00.
LET US HELP YOU OWN
THE HOME
OF
YOUR
CHOICE.
• Give Us a Call. You'll Wm
Doing Business With us

Wick Smith Ageszt7
Insummee - Real asisibt
Phone 62 or 1011

FINE ENGRAVING of all types
Is available at the Fulton
News office. See our samples; we are exclusive agents
for the finest engraving company in the midweet. The
Fulton News, 209 Commercial Avenue.

PAINTING
HANGING

'DISSATISFIED?
k

NOW is the time to get your
Typewriter and Adding Machine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager at
Attractive winter rates
The Harvey Caldwell ComBy hour or contract
pany, DRIVE-IN Office OutWork guaranteed
fitters, Phone 674.
11111111CMERIERMIIHURINIINIMINIMINEINIMO
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sanding maRENT:
Floor
FOR
ROY ROBBINS
chine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleanFulton
Phone 809
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street.
You're always welcome
at
K. P. DALTON'S
LIQUOR

STORE

BARGAINS: Wringer Type Washer $27.50 to $37.50, Good Electric Range $59.95 to $67.50, At
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main St. Phone 478.

Fulton

SPECIAL: Chest of Drawers
$17.50 to $47.50, Bed Room Suite
$47.50 to $140.00. At Wade's
Used Furniture Store. Trade
with Wade and Save. 112 Main
Street, phone 478.

NEW LOCATION
RCA and ZENITF
TELEVISION

Fulton SAFETY-TOE shoes are always
Mayfield Hiway
available at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
Cold, Wines, cold beer
PIANO tuning. $7.50. We also de
All popular brands of
expert rebuilding, receaditionwhiskies, gins, eta.
ins, eto Thnin's Furniture
TRILL PAIUEING
Company, Union City, Team
SPRAY CANS of mow in white, SPECIAL: 2-piece living roast
suite $139.50. Thirty dollars toe
pink, blue; large size. Exchange
your old suite; easy terms. ExFurniture Company, Church
change Furniture Company
Street.
Church Street.

Sales • • • Serviee
Tape Recorders

TIRE SALE
100% premium Dupont nylon
cord silent Sentry tires, lifetime
guarantee.

EXTRA COP=
Sf

10% DOWN
up to

Th. Fulton News

9 MONTHS TO PAY

are on side

WESTERN AUTO

each week at

Fulton

WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Shoe Shop.

NEWSSTAND

Located on Church St.
from Mr. W. W. McKelv7. Your continued patronage will be appreciated.
KR. AND MRS. H. C.
SAMS
& SANITONE CLEANERS
-PHONE 130 1110•11111811111111•11011111111111

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

Geiger Counters
Metal dectectors
Antenna installation

-Insurance-

and service

List your
Farm and town Property
with the

HI-FT Serviee

KING TELEVISION
Union city

Phone 613,

FULTON REAL ESTATE CO.
See them when you want
to BUY OR SELL

"Always At Your Service"

203 Main St.

STORE
Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands

Qualty

Zenith T V
Repair Service

at

whiskies, gins, etc.

ROPER'S TV SERVICE
Maio St.
Phone 807
Authorized Zenith Dealer

Have
A
Party
Plan It At

NOW IS the time to replace the
broken glasses in your home
and auto. See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
Glass Company. 212 Church
Street; phone 909.

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi
Phone 1556
Union City
(Complete stock)
Good selection of records
on LP and 46 rpm
Mail orders-gnecial orders

THE KEG
Phone 237

TIE EEG
Your One-Stop
Party Shop

len
Ma
S.
Ma

Energetic housewives all over
the nation are making extra
spare-time earnings for themselves; we are offering someone in Fulton County the
same opportunity! Pleasant,
profitable for right person.
Write

Secured Casualty
Insurance Company
Fulton, Ky.
Rex 315,
For further details

SCOTT'S FLORAL
SHOPPE

SAVE MONEY
Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. MI% hi 3 MOS.
30% in 6 MONTHS
N. Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutee, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL St - 140

Wick Sarni* Ageney

NUM/

442-444 Lake St.

"Most Complete Stock in West Kentucky"

The House of
Good Spirits

The News Office
* ••

Whiskies

Sc Per Copy
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
HI-FI headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-Ti latest hit
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Wade TV, 306 Main Street.
Fulton.
FOR 71PIE BM? best in Office
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
Harvey
DRIVE-IN Office Outtittek
Phone 674. We trade for your
old equipment.

Come hi And See Our New

Super Performance
GAS FlOOR FURNACE
FAMOUS
COLEMAN

FUEL SAVING
FEATURES

SPARE-TIME
EARNINGS

USED King-O-Heat 100-lb circulator, good condition. Exchange Furniture Company,
Church Street

304 Main St.
Fresh cut flowers at all times
Funeral Flowers
Hospital & Wedding Bouquets
Fall and Winter dried arrangements and artistically arranged
Nice Asa't picture framesBrass Gifts-Lamps.
Always YOUR dependable
Florist
Ruth R. Scott
Phone 20-3

0

An

Evans Drug Store

COOK'S LIQUOR
World's Finest

a

OK LAUNDRY

Smith's Cafe

CALL 559

-All Mowers Sharpened
-Rotary Blades Safety
Furniture Company
Sharpened and Balanced'
-All Engines Repaired
Fulton -Authorized Clinton Service
Church Street
-Clinton Engines and Parts
Factory" Trained Mechanics
WANT TO BUY: Oak, Poplar, -Prompt Efficient Service
White Ash, Walnut, Gum and -All Work Guaranteed
Beech standing timber. Highest
prices paid. Write the Southern -Also Electric Motors
Star Lumber Company or phone -Wiring, Refrigeration,
Appliance. Repair
Elgin 2-3344, McKenzie, Tennessee.
-Free Engine Examination

Long Terms-Easy Payments

We do • better lob
because we try. Saantoe
solvent* and •pecs•I
cleaning equiposat ar•
moatire to bribe Ft
Nr UM. • CI* exclusively
...And at take the dm*
to do dry ...waning thorossikly. goody. Weed.
lady.

Do

Specialized Service

FARM LOANS

just one*.

We have purchased the

CASHION'S

buy it at

try SANITOSIE

NOTICE TO
THE PUBLIC

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

is the average of Soil Bank base
crope groans on the farm for the
2 preceeding years. (Soil Bank
base crops, in general are all
crops harvested on the farm except hay.)
"Permitted acreage," the second
important term is the acres of
Soil Bank crops which may be
grown on the farm without violation of Conservation Reserve
programs.

PAPER

Lake Street

EXCHANGE

211 Cesuoercial Ave. Pa
ON EAST STATE LINE, across
from Browder Mill; nice store
building for sale at a bargain.
If you need extra downtown
storage, this can be bought for
$2500.00.

and

Continued tram Page One

Per-acre payment rates will be IM4110111111•111MEINAHRIRIMIN1111111111•Net
•
determined by County ASC com- •
mittees. lbs. sates ntill be based
on the county "average" rate for
all crops except tobacco, but they
/ with (aimless
will vary among farms primarily
dry dossing/
according to the land's relative
productivity. Mr. Vaughn urges
Obion County farmers who intend
to put land in either the Acreage
Reserve or the Conservation Reserve to get their soil Bank bases
established as soon as possible.
Contracts and agreements cannot
be signed until after the base has
been determined by the ASC office. The Chairman advises farmers to call at the County ASC
office for answers to any questions they may have on the application of Soil Bank regulations
to their individual farms.

The Coffee Shop

Church Street
ON FORRESTDALE AVENUE,
small two bedroom house on
large lot, this is worth the
money if you are looking for
a cheap house and lot. $2600.

BEST

REVIEW-

PLUS NEW
EXCLUSIVE
-BAND A-BLU"
8URNER

Bottle
Bottle Case Price by
Price Price Case

5th Ancient Age 90 (proof)
4.90
5th Bourbon De Luxe Bond
4.55
5th Canadian Club
6.25
5th Early Times Bond
_ 6.00
5th Early Times 90 (proof)
5.00
5th Five Brothers 7 yr. 90 (pf.) 4.50
5th Four Roses Bourbon
5.00
•5th Heaven Hill 7-yr. Bond _ 5.00
•5th L W. Harper Bond
_ 6.50
5th J. T. S. Brown Bond __ 4.40
5th J. W. Dant Bond
4.75
•5th Old Charter 7-yr. 86 (pf.) 6.30
5th Old Crow 90 (proof) _ 5.00
•5th Old Fitzgerald Bond
6.50
•5th Old Forester Bond
_ 6.50
5th Old Grandad Bond
6.50
•5th Old Stagg 90 (proof)
4.50
5th Old Taylor Bond
6.50
5th Samuels Bond
4.55
5th Seagram's 7 Crown
_ 4.75
5th Seagram's V. 0.
6.35
•51h Walker Deluxe 7-yr.90(OA 5.40

49.45
45.13
63.16
60.50
51.87
45.13
51.52
49.39
66.38
45.13
47.00
63.69
51.65
66.00
66.41
66.39
47.50
66.39
45.15
47.00
64.20
56.44

4.13
3.77
5.27
5.05
4.33
3.77
4.30
4.12
5.54
3.77
3.92
5.31
4.31
5.50
5.54
5.54
3.96
5.54
3.77
3.92
5.35
4.71

65.81
63.45
66.00
65.00
65.95
68.40

5.49
5.29
5.50
5.42
5.50
5.70

SCOTCHES
SITS IN
FLOOR NEEDS NO
BASENINT

NO WORK,
NO WT,
NO ASHES

5th Ballerina*
5th Black and Whit*
5th Haig & Haig 5 Star
5th Long's 8-yr. __
5th Teachers
____
5th White Horse
_

•6.30

•6.25
6.50
6.20
6.35
6.45

GINS

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 410 6 Rooms
You haven't seen what a gas
floor-furnace can do, until you
see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFQRMANCElNew pow,:
new fuel-saving features. And
- an amazingly low price.
Visit us today!

GRAHAM
FURNITURE COMPANY
"4 Flews el ins. Furniture"
WALNUT ST.

FULTON

5th Calvert's
5th Fleischmarin's
5th Gilbey's _
5th Gordon's
5th Hiram Walker's
5th Schenley London Dry
5th Seagram's Golden

1.
77
5

eN
"
.25 3.3
26
4

3.95
4.25
3.95
3.75
4.40

40.65
43.15c
40.21
38.05
44.15

3.39
3.60
1.36
3.18
3.68 ,

• Avalable in decanters at no extra cost. Other
brands gift pre-wrapped at no extra cost.
All others can be purchased by the case or assorted case. A case is any 12 bottles, 5th or qts., of
spirits (except wines) of uniform size.

Pr
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•
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LIGHTING OF THE YULE LOG
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Tail ike 103s of Cluistmas 1
(A.J. Wright Harness Shop iit
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AT CHRISTMAS
and
ALWAYS I

East 4th Street-Fulton
IIICIIHIMIKOIHIC

The Christmas Season has, and always will be,

la
a
a
a
a
a

a time when men individually can express their own feelings

.Nervy

of goodwill and exchange friendly greetings.

KASNOW'S

BY

Linda Arrington

Frances Bugg
Mary Lou Gibbs

Bill Bradley

Betty Bondurant
Mabel Davis

Glynn Ray Bradley
Joe Rasnow

Annareno Shaw

Sophie 'LANDOW

Dorothy Warren

Paul Kasnow
Louts Ratinow

LAND '0 LINCOLINS

OLD TOWN

Abraham Lincoln. grandfather
of the President. came to Kentucky from Virginia between 1782
and 1764. His eon, Thomas Lincoln, and Nancy Hanks were married at Beechland in Washington county in 1808 and set up
housekeeping at Eliaabethtovm.

Richmond, named for Richmond, Va., and once called a
"manufacturing Utile log village,"
is an old town with majestic
trees bordering the streets and
with many CIgnified old houses
First settled in 1784 by Col John
Miller, Richmond
became the
seat of Madison county in 1789
and the first court was held In
Colonel Miller's barn

St.

may

friendships

the good things of life in the
years

to COMP-

which are the marriage bond of
Thomas Lincoln, father of Abraham Lincoln, the marriage certificate of Thomas Lincoln and
Nancy Hanks: and one of 'the
two known signatures of Lincoln's
grandmother, Bersheba Lincoln.
CELEBRITY STREET
Washington's route of president
and
visiting
celebrities
stretches
along
Pennsylvania
Avenue for a mile and a half
between the Capitol and White
House. When Charles Dickens
came to the young city in 1842,
he called it one of the capital's
"spacious avenues that begin in
nothing and lead nowhere"

AUTOMATIC FIRS INSURANCE
A curious species of pine carries built-in fire insurance. The
heat of a forest conflagration a
needed to trigger the slow opening of cones and release of seeds.
Thus the tree automatically re- NS
plants a burned over tract.
V

May the joys of Christmas
be richer,

In the Spirit of the Season, we
join with your many friends
in wishing you the best of all

VISITORS to Bermuda on Christmas Eve have an opportunity to witness a traditional Bermuda custom of
V the lighting of the Yule Log. Shown above acting out the ancient English ceremony are gaily costumed
Oa members of a Bermuda hotel. The log is placed is a fireplace and set aflame. Theo guests toss sprigs of
green. symbolizing the year's WOOL into the fire to banish forever such bad luck.
FFS
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J. V. Cash Motor Company
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OLD RECORDS NTACT
Forrester', Shoe Shop
Washington
1.n
the
Count
MAIN STREET
FULTON, ICT Courthouse, Bprngfield, are realIMINIIIIIMMUIIMMIONOMPOSISPS71 (*ads dating from 1792. among

brighter as the Holidays
reach you this year.

•
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"YOUR FRIENDLY FORD DEALER"
Fulton, Ky.

1

be stronger, and the future

a
a
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4.13
3.77
5.27
5.05
4.33
3.77
4.30
4.12
5.54
3.77
3.92
5.31
4.31
5.50
5.54
5.54
3.96
5.54
3.77
3.92
5.35
4.71

"... for we have seen his star in the east,
and are come to worship him."
Ifataxic
May we express our appreciation for your

a
a
a

pleasant associations and extend our sincere

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Paul and Ruth Hornbeak

wishes for a Merry Christmas

Walter Voelpel

1
4/1

Reece's Shile-iffaid Staise

Jimmie and Carolyn Needham
01111111111111111111111111701*PM 70fa RS 70Xi10707IFIIMIOMMWAYsTalonslIONAMOMMIX
111111•KOMINIMIIIIIISS sicau Milt
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SOUTHERN STATES FULTON CO-OPERATIVE

Mayfield, Ky.
Seventh and Broadway

2:2

Fulton, Kentucky

Phone 1010
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Hundreds of flowery words and phrases cannot
compensate for the sincere wishes contained in the

5.49
5.29
5.50
5.42
5.50
5.70

our thoughts again go out

old greeting: "A Merry Christmas!" As the

our friends. May we exprecs the wish that

chimes intone the Christmas music, may you have

At alTiStMastime
to

your Christmas radiate warmth and happiness

a sense of happiness in their enjoyment.

In your hearts? May you have the sort of
Christmas you hope it will be.

3.36
3.24
3.39
3.60

1

3.18
3.68
her

,of

IM&4
• JACK AND JILL SHOP

3-agaus

tegde

A.HUDDLESTON COMPANY
MAIN STREET

Lake Street - Fulton
1111/1111111111111111111111111101111110aaresasivaisasaminsuallaM901111•1111011•1111111111Pall1111111101011111111161/11014/111117.11M11111•11111111111M.YOUS

MERRY CHRISTMAS

SERMOIYETTE OF THE WEEK

STRICTLY BUSINESS
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Christ Is Making A Comeback

s

a very good impression on either myself or my children.
THERE IS a place for Santa Claus
at Christmas time, though. The smiling little man adds to the happiness
and festivity which mark the birthday of Christ. But. we must keep him
in his proper place, as a symbol of the
generosity and goodness of God, a gobetween for the Infant and His little
children. Santa Claus without Christ
is merely a paid delivery boy, as a
Christmas tree without the Manger
degenerates into a "pagan symbol."
IN CHARLESTON, S. C. last November, a child's letter addressed to
Santa Claus had the following anxious message written on the envelope:
"Mailman, if this doesn't get there in
thirty days, please walk faster."
Last year we made good progress
in the direction of the Christ child.
Let's walk faster this year, as the
child in his simplicity suggests, so
that we'll all be on time for a loud,
loving "Happy Birthday, dear Infant,"
on Christmas Day, 1957.

Successor of various waekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
Fulton, Kentuck7

.
Published Every Thursday of The Tear'
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
& member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn., Elsewhere
throughout the United 'States $300 per year.
entered as second class matter Jun* 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under

the United States postal act or March. 1279.
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Entire Tennessee Farms Can Be
Put In Soil Bank, ASC Announces

serration

Soil

the

Racers' 411

Bank, C C Vaughn chairman of
the county Agricultural Stabilization and Coniervation committee
announced today. Such bids, of

course, would be subject to acceptance offers, the chairman explained.
While the county ASC committee does not yet have full instructions as to regulations and
procedure, Tennessee is one of
four States in the Nation selected
to try the experimental "bid"
procedure for land put in the
Conservation Reserve. iThe other
States are Maine. Illinois. and
Nebraska.' Mr. Vaughn said that
he expects to have full details

NYCEL
Cleaning is

•

not since our garments and household articles
were brand new—have they been this fresh
and crisp. They look so clean. Fabrics actually
have a sheen and body. Honestly our clothes
and househeld articles are beautiful—thanks
to Mycel Cleaning.
FACTS ABOUT MYCEL CLEANING
times the cleaning power
of ordinary methods.

1. Has six

2. Is safe for the finest fabrics
3. Revives whites and colors
4. Gives fabrics a body and finish
yourself and see the difference

Pcvliadaa .taasubut g Cleallotts
Member of American Institute of Laundering and National
Institute of

Phone

14

of the new procedure by the first
of the year and will be prepared
to receive bids at that time. The
"bid' program will be available
only from January 2 until January 1, 1958, although the signup
under the regular Conservation
Reserve program, which is still
in effect, runs until April 15,
1958.
In general, Chairman Vaughn
said, the experimental "bid" program would operate as follows:
Farmers will make offers, on a
dollars-and-seats basis, of the
rate of annual payment per acre
they would be willing to accept
to put their eligible cropland in
the Conservation Reserve. The
"bid" must cover all eligible cropland in the Conservation Reserve.
The "bid" must cover all eligible
cropland on their farms and must
be for a 5 to 10 year period. The
decision whether to accept a "bid"
will be made by the U. S. Department of Agriculture through
the county ASC committee. The
government reserves the right to
reject any or all "bids." Purpose
of the program is to determine
whether the "bid" procedure will
help more farmers to shift cropland from production to conservation uses.
If a farmer's bid is accepted
and his
vation

MARVELOUS

Test Mycel Clean!ng
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"I don't like him." At that point,
Santa waved his arm to the exit rope
and said to me, "Here are the presents. We've got to hurry along." The
department store Santa didn't make

class in Kentucky
in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging

in all Tennessee
Farmers
counties will have an opportunity
to submit "bids" stating the amount of annual per-acre rental
payments they are willing to accept for putting all eligible cropland on their farms in the Con-

You are cordially invited to stop by
V
the Funeral Home to see it !
V
408 EDDINGS STREET
• PHONE 88

cried out, "Twenty-five cents per
child! Have your money ready!" Fifty .
minutes later we were let through the
rope to the inner sanctum where a
skinny Santa with a scraggly cotton
beard was sitting. My three-year-old
refused to go near him.
"That's not Santa Claus," he said.

Voted "Best All Around" in

FOR USE III TENNESSEE

sends Season's Greetings
through our Christmas Display.

the people flocked to churches for
Christmas services.
THESE SIGNS of Christ's comeback contrast sharply with the action
which goes on in many department
store basements during the weeks before Christmas, in Santa-Claus-land.
I took three of my children to see
Santa Claus two years ago. After
waiting forty-five minutes in a line, •
we reached a booth where a voice

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

ost Office Box 485
..)

The Whitiel Funeral Home

carols were sung everywhere, and

By Antoinette Bosco, contributor
to Information and other magazines
PRE-CHRISTMAS 1956 was an encouraging season for those who would
like to see Christ remembered on His
birthday.
For instance, last year's greeting
cards showing Madonnas, Wise Men,
Nativity scenes and church designs
were good sellers. More heartening
signs came from Dayton, Ohio, where
the Chamber of Commerce sponsored "Christ in Christmas" projects, including radio and television programs, restaurant prayer cards, and
posters.
IN MANY PLACES church groups
successfully urged leading stores to
feature religious tableaux, such as the
Manger scene, in Christmas windows
which formerly were given over to
Santa Claus and red-nosed Rudolph.
Many communities featured outdoor
Christmas pageants.
Even in Communist countries the
Red chiefs found it necessary to make
concessions to the religious feelings of
the people. In spite of the Communist
claim that the "Christmas Crib is disappearing", cribs with figures of the
Holy Family were made, sold, and
even exported. Familiar Christmas

HAPPY NEW YEAR

by Mcf•albsn

Dry Cleaning

Fulton. Ky.

'To make a bag story shoot. I'm shertr

FROM THE FILES:—

IURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
December 24, 1937
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Reaves
of Bristol, Oklahoma announce
the birth of a daughter, born
Saturday, December 18, in Bristol.
Mrs. Reaves is the former Miss
Fulton.
of
Grissom
Rudelle
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Grissom.
Mrs. Marguerite Cochran and
little son will spend Friday night
and Saturday in Covington, Tenn.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. F. SaCoste.

tive tallies and refreshments.
The three tables of players included nine club members and
three visitors: Mrs. Box Cox of
Union City, Mrs. T. G. Lewis of
Old Fork, N. C., and Miss Florence Martin, Bradford.

k strengthens afi the bonds of
feeling and friendship, one to
soother.

Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Norris,
Misses Betty and Anna Jean Norris and Mrs. Mark Davidson will
leave Friday night for Centralia,
111. where they will stiend Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Baker at their home there and
Mr. Davidson of Sandoval, Ill.

Mrs. Leon Browder was hostess
to her bridge club Tuesday at
her home in East Fulton. Two
tables of players included six
regular club members and two
visitors, Mrs. Leslie Weeks and
Mrs. Harvey Poaz.

Miss Agatha Gayloe, Mrs. James
Martha Sue RoRoberts in
bertson and Walter Veolpel spent
Friday and Saturday in Nashville
Tenn., where they attended the
graduation exercises of the Gupton-Jones Emblarning School. Mr.
Robertson is a member of
Miss Mayme Bennett delight- James
class.
graduating
the
her weekly
fully entertained
bridge club Thursday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Presley Campbell
at her home on Carr Street. The
the birth of an eight
announce
decorated
beautifully
home was
born Tuesday, Dec.
son,
pound
was
Motif
and the Christmas
Hospital.
Fulton
the
at
21,
attraccleverly carried out with

and 10 year contracts they renot to allow any Agricultural pro- 5
-sharing payments the
duction, except for home use only, ceive cost put their land to a
year they
on his entire farm This means. conservation
use. Cost-share payChairman Vaughn said, that even
made under 3 year
not
are
ments
peras
such
farm
land on the
all contracts.
Under
contracts.
in
is
which
manent pasture,
rental payments
-acre
per
annual
eligible for the program, can be are made each year the conused only by the farm operator tracts are in force and complied
for production of poultry or live- with.
stock for his own home use The
Under the trial "tad" program.
same applies to the use of any the game cost-sharing payments
building on the farm. A farm will be made for putting Consergarden for home Me Only also vation Reserve land into soil,
will be permitted. water, forestry, or wildlife conUnder regular Conservation servation uses. However, the anReserve procedure—which farmers naul payments would be made at
may still use if they are not in- the rate "bid" bi the farmer,
terested in the "bid" program— provided the offer is accepted by
farmers are offered specific per— USDA.
acre payments for all or any part
Chairman Vaughn emphasised
of the eligible cropland on their that "bid,'" would be considered
farms put in the Con.serbation only on all eligible cropland on
Reserve These rates are estab- a farm, put into the Conservatlished by their county and State ion Reserve for from 5 to in
ASC Committees.
years. He said that maximum an-All farmers are eligible to en- nual payments, limited to 5,000
ter the Conservation Reserve. under the regular Conse-vation
whether or not they have an Reserve program, will be increasacreage allotment for "basic" ed to $10,000 under the "bid"
crops on their farms. To parti- procedure to enable larger farms
cipates they sign contracts with to participate. If any of the elltheir county ASC committees to vible land' on a faun put in the
divert a certain acrEs.,.ge of crop- program under "bid" is to be
uses for planted to forest trees, the confarm goes in the Conser- land to conservation
Reserve, he must agree periods of 3, 5, or 10 years. Under trait must be for a 10 fear
period.
Farmers who already have part
their farm in the Conservation
of
IN
HAPPENED
IT
Reserve may "bid" to put the remainder of eligible cropland in
the program. If farmers already
have land 'in the 1958 Acreage
Reserve, the land will remain in
that program until the end of the
calendar year (1958) and then will
become part of the Conservation
Reserve if they put all of their
eligible land under that program
through the "bid" procedure.
Because they will oe putting
1795 —EUMU BARKER'S MAP Of KENTUCKY
all eligible cropland on their
The first edition of this early map was published in
farms in the Conservation RePhiladelphia under the title, "A Map of Kentucky
serve, farmers who use the "bid"
from an Actual Survey,"Amby Elihu Barker. Several
program will not have to wait
years earlier, the original unpublished Barker map
for a Soil Bank base to be set
was advertised for sale in a pioneer newspaper as,
for their farms. For this reason,
"A large and elegant engraved map of the State of
Chairman Vaughn urged all inby
preceded
was
map
Barker's
Kentucky." Though
terested farmers to submit their
first
the
was
it
several others (including Filson's),
"bids" early, about the first of
really accurate map of our State of Kentucky.
the year, when the county offIn Kentucky's historid past, just as today, many
will be ready to receive them
ice
of our citizens have always enjoyed a glass of beer.
will have details of the proand
The brewing industry makes jobs for thousands of
gram and procedure.
our residents. The sale of this light, bright beverage of
moderation under orderly conditions is an important
MEMORIAL TO GENERAL
objective of the United States Brewers Foundation.
rebeer
helps
program
Our continuing educational
General Slater State Park, five
tailers maintain their high standards.
miles south of Carrollton. was
soo
establiahed as a memorial to Genl• KENTUCKY onnuni, U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION
▪
eral William Orlando Butler, hero
1 523 Hitylunn IkalIckne, Louisville, Kentucky
of the Battle of New Orleans and
the Mexican War.

The CATHOLIC Woman 1
Is Never In Doubt!
The Catholic woman, of course,
has the same problems of living
that ocher women have.
But she is never in doubt as to
how to solve them. In every decision she makes...large and small
... whether they occur in her adolescence or later on as a wife and
mother...she can use the clearly
defined principles of her Catholic
Faith. Some *ill say that this is a
form of "thought control" to which
they would not submit. By the same
reasoning, the Bible with its st.ict
commandments guiding human behavior might also be called a form
of thought control.
Women generally,of course, are
opposed to divorce. Many of them
regard it as a grave social evil.
Catholic women not only share this
view, but know that accordig4.to
God's law,divorce with reralirri age
is a serious sin.
Cathc.lic women ryi hcIPT..m nted, at times, unlawfully animit
the number of their d-.V.2.tcri to fit
the family income. But the Church
reminds them this is a yio:atica of
God's law. Likewise, the obligation
to provide religious training for
their children is not a matter of
choice. It is a clear duty.
Sincere people of all faiths, it is
true, are regular in their church
attendance and conscious of their
need.to worship God. But for all
Catholics, including women, these
are regular obligations which they
can never shirk. Attendance at
Mass on Sundays and Holy Days,
Confession and Communion at
least once a year, and fasting and
abstinence,are not merely religious
exercises which a Catholic may
observe at ignore. They constitute

SUPREME

11011IGHTS or
RELIGIOUS

elements in the required Catholic
"way of life."
Catholics gladly choose this
way because they believe that the
Church.. from Peter to the present day....speaks with the voice
and authority of Christ. And
Felieving this, they are never in
doubt concerning moral and spiritual values ...never at a loss for
spiritual assurance and help for
guidance and consolation.
Whether you are a woman or a
man ... married or single... it will
be an interesting and nioving experience for you to read our
specialiy-prepared pamphlet describing the powerful impact of
tbc C7.'.olic Faith upon the life
of a woman. It's yours tor the
arik;ng — will be sent to you in if
plain wrapper—and nobody will
call on you. Write today for
Pamphlet KC-44.
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Cheetah Holds The Record
As Nature's Speed King
Ever since the dawn of the human race, men and animals have
been running from and after each
other.
The odds haven't improved.
One of man's finest achieveraents
on foot is running the mile in less
than four minutes, an average
speed of about 15 miles an hour.
Compared to the grand champions
of track and field, Homo sapiens
hardly gets away from the starting line.
The cheetah, or hunting leopard, accelerates to a speed of
45 miles in two seconds — a feat
that man can scarcely match in
his fastest racing car. And when
the cheetah really goes into high
gear, it proceeds at some 70 mph
—a speed that would interest all
but the most lenient patrolmen
on modern expressways.
It is small wonder that Indians
tame the amiable cheetah as a
hunting companion. The long-leg-

FACTS ABOUT DANIEL BOONE ARE
UNKNOWN TO MOST CITIZENS TODAY

1818 at the age of 88.
The explorer and his wife.
are buried in a single grave
in Frankfort Cemetery, on the
banks of his beloved Kentucky
Fayette County in the Virginia River.
Legislature, in 1781. After his
term expired, Boone moved to
Go To CHURCH Sunday
Missouri, where he died in

Daniel Boone is a name recognized by all Kentuckians
and friendly good will
but it is a safe guess that few
could recount much of the history of this man so important
please accept out dal,
MilMOMMUMilltetitiltenasiasKAMISMEIMMoMMIALSKIRIMMIUMHIMIIIIIIKOMIHM
to the Commonwealth.
Boone, (minus a coonskin
sere thanks and
he
agree
cap — historians
shunned it for a black felt
type) personifies the frontiersman the fearless hunter and
explorer who created the mold
into which Davy Crockett, Kit
Carson, Paul Bryan and many
imaginary
real
other
and
at Christmas
heroes were poured.
The Boone saga as studied
by every school child is basiand your treasure during
cally true in its broad outline
and even without embellishment, it has a storybook ring.
the coming year.
Boone was one of 11 children
born to Squire and Sarah Morgan Boone, English Quakers
Walnut Street — Fulton
who lived
in
Pennsylvania.
Daniel attended only briefly a
RINWHIMOPORIORIRIORMIXIMISIOnliainixo witiolg
Your Sparton Television Dealer
school taught by his uncle
where he acquired
the bare Maiumaiyaraleilmelanissmas
1111111IMMAIMMMUMMUOUsMallillstialtiatittaimi
MIROM Pi WM MOW XIPPM poutratarmamme
fundamentals of an ' education.
From boyhood Boone acquir.
I
ed the ability to "think Indian"
an asset he put to good use
later. In 1750, the Boones mov•• •
ed to Virginia and then to
North Carolina and in a short
time Daniel was exploring the
forests which spread out across
the mountains to the West.
As early as 1753, Boone had
explored along the river between Kentucky and Virginia
IS BUILT ON
With our good wishes go ow heartfelt thanks for
and there are indications that
in 1767, he entered Kentucky
down the headwaters of the
Levisa Fork of the Big Sandy
tirt
your patronage and support.
River.
0'1
After being turned back in
oltsk's
his first effort to move his and
Ak
Ak,
•
five other families to KentucA
A
'
.
4
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>fliv
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ky, Boone met with the Chero/".
11
;>.
dr
ipb dOlt‘ 4
.0"k.
7.1*
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4.
4
kee
Indians, in _1773, and
bought land on the Kentucky
River. He then undertook to
carve a road from the settlements in the Yadkin River
Valley, in
North
Carolina,
MANAGER and STAFF
Main Sized
Fulton I
through the Wilderness to the
Kentucky River, where he and
01101111MM0101411111MORMINISMISIMIUMHIORIMMIRMORIMIll
allallM111111111•791,11011•1•71MORIARIMINARMISIORMWRIIRSIORIRIMIRESIMPRIIR his party erected Fort BoonesulliMUIRMIOMMEIMUIMMIERAMIMMIsmiummmouriciumommomemacrummisat
boro.
As life became more settled
along the frontier, Boone was
elected to represent Kentucky's

BEST
WISHES
FOR
CHRISTMAS

Kentucky Hardware Company

ged cat tires in 400 or 500 yards,
however, and depends upon outpacing its quarry in the first
lightning thru .., the 1:ationai
Geographic Society says.
Such sprinters as the Mongolian gazelle combine extreme
speed with endurance. Explorer
Roy Chapman Andrews reported clocking these gazelles at 60
miles an hour in the Gobi. One
was tailed by car for 20 -'nutes
at an average pace of 40 mph.
"Then he quit because he was
so darned surprised that anything
on earth could keep up with him,"
Dr. Andrews said. "When we
reached him he was squatting
flat on the sand waiting, not
winded a particle."
•
Numerous speedsters have been
similarly clocked. Among the top
runners are pronghorn antelope
(American,champion), the blackbuck, springbok, lion, wildebeest,
Thornson's gazelle, race horse,

1

May Peace be your Gift
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FRY'S SHOE STORE •

II

220 Laic* Strait

Grisham -- Butterworth
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CLOTHING COMPANY

Cristniaq

Main Street

reap, S

Fulton. Ky.
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American elk red fox, kangaroo,
jack rabbit, wild ass, coyote, hartebeest, Zebra, greyhound, and
spotted hyena. Their speeds range
from 60 to 40.
Even the African elephant can
charge through the bush at 15-25
mph.
The clumys rhinoceros an unlikely contender for a speed title,
hal been clocked at 28. As the
rhino makes fierce, unpredictable
charges, 28 is a dangerous speed.
The giraffe can travel at 28 to 32
mph although its long neck is a
speed handicap.
No long ago, a pig dashed 100
yards in 7.4 seconds to win a Canadian porker derby in Ontario.
In nature's sweepstakes, ground
dwellers rank between those of
the air and sea.
Swimmers ,as a rule, are slower
than runners or flyers. But some
seagoing mammals manage remarkable speeds. The dolphin, socalled "arrow of the sea," can
pace vessels through the waves
at 30 knots.
Flyers get where they're going
the quickest. The peregrine hawk
has been diving at speeds of 180
or more miles an hour for countless centuries. Rival aces are the
frigate bird, swift, black vulture,
and golden eagle.
Among insects, the controversial deer botfly yields to none.
Its top speed has been variously
estimated from 50 to 800-plus
miles an hour.

Old. Fashioned.?
Yes, that's what WE'RE WISHING
YOU...the most wonderful kind
of an

OLD rASHIONED
CHRISTMAS
Way it truly be one of
your most enjoyable.

Henry I. Siegel Co.
AND ITS EMPLOYEES
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TO EACH OF YOU

V
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To all of you who are friends and our customers
we wish to take this opportunity to express our

4,

V
4

V
V

sincere thanks for your patronage through the year
and to wish all of the happiness that this Christmas

V
V
V

F
ammi
l

can provide you.

V
BURKA U
Ws I, 04.

Pompltle on.
el the °Wrong

KC 44-1IF

Your patronage has enabled us to provide a modern, up-to-date store brimming with all of the things
for which you have asked.
For your patronage we are grateful. We shall
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MEAU
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../111.4110,ri
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To everybody...everywhere...

May true happiness

WM wish you a most pleasant

come to you and yours
on this Day of Days.

endeavor to always merit it.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

Christmas season.

408 Lake Street — Phones 40, -- 728

Warren Jewelry Store

MISSOURI

C. H. McDANIEL, Pharmacist. Owner

MANCIL WARREN

LOUIS WARREN

BEN FRANKLIN
220 Lake Street — Fulton

•
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Hospital.

Northern Fur Seals Flourish
Under Renewed Guardianship

broadcasting
has
Underwater
been developed by the Naval Ordnance Labortory, Silver spring,
Md., to tell what happens inside
a mine before it blows up an
enemy ship The mine automatically transmits the data to a

monitor radio nearby.
Navymen used amphibious assault tactics to Dunn two of refen
American bases in the Antarctic
Fur seals of the North Pacific verge on the Pribilofs (U. S.) in
underwater always winter in the south and the Bering Sea. Smaller popula-Frogmen" blasting
coldwore
special
obstruction
tions summer on the Commander
go home for the summer.
water immersion suits
Therein lies a story of near- Islands (Russia) and Robben
tragedy. This homing instinct Island, Japanese-held until the
makes things so easy for fur- end of World War II.
hunters that the seals would be
Dark bulls come first to stasa.
HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS
as dead as dodos were it not for out homesteads on the rocky
a historic pact that has been new- beaches and hillsides. They fight,
ly revised.
feud, and fuss to hold their claims.
Then, as spring turns to sumTop-hatted diplomats of the
United States, Russia, Japan, and mer, each day brings waves of
Great Britain (representing Can- silver-brown cows, heavy with
ada) took the seals' plight to heart young conceived the previous
in 1911, and four-power guard- year. Each waiting bull rounds
ianship stopped their relentless up the largest possible harem; the
slaughter. Now the four protec- biggest and bravest may win a
tice powers have signed a new hundred "wives". Weak males and
agreement. It reapportions each those too young to mate gather
nation's share of the limited an- in forlorn bands.
nual harvest and provides for a
The age-old rhythm of herd
broad new study of seal life fin- life begins. On arrival each graanced from revenue.
vid cow gives birth to a roly-poly,
311 Forestdale
Phone 1217
Northern fur seals are known sleek black pup. Mating takes
Ann McMinn
Sue Forrest
to science as Callorhinus ursinus, place anew. The mothers alterthe National Georgraphic Society nately feed their babies and put
11.111111110010101101111111111111114.1111111110111111111111111110nIsaininalinanInCIIIMINat says. These warm-blooded crea- out to sea for week-long fishing
tures have milk glands and lungs, trips. Gorged with creamy milk,
but they are champion swimmers the pups sleep and learn to swim.
The bulls? Harassed beyond all
capable of staying at sea all winreason. The job of guarding a
ter and migrating 5,000 miles.
Since time unknown, the seals huge harem from poachers keeps
have flocked back to the isles of the "beachmasters" so busy that
their birth to breed. Most con- ..they ave time neither to feed nor

reeti

to our Many Friends and Customers

ANN'S BEAUTY SHOP
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...may the blessings of the

%of

31=linger

At this time of the
year, we can give expression to the gratitude we feel for having you as our friends,
and to assure you, in
turn, of our friendship.
In this spirit, we want
to wish you a Happy
Christmas.

big.

yak hew vdth you taste

another Horsday roils 'round once ram*.
This is the wish of all of us for all of you

Burnette Tractor Company
Fulton, Kentucky
hill.",MIAC=SW stars's;iIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM010-7&707071/11$na
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Greetings

DICATII2

Tr8 A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James Lee McDaniel of Las Vegas, Nevada are
the proud parents of a nine pound
four ounce baby boy, born Dec.
3, The baby was named Kevin
Lee.
Mrs. McDaniel is the former
Sharen Ealer of Chicago, III.
James is with the Air Force, stationed at Nilles Air Force Base,
Las Vegas.

Mrs. Clara Christia
Mrs. Clara Russell Christie of
Long Beach, Calif., died at her
home suddenly at 8 p. m. Tuesday, Dec. 17. She was 73.
Mrs. Christia was born May
10. 1884 in Graves County, Ky.,
and had been native of California for the past 52 years. She
was a very active member of the
Unity Church in Long Beach,
and also belonged to the Eastern
Star.
Mrs. Christie leaves her husband, Rupert C n r i a tiis; her
mother, Mrs. Alice Fanner of Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. Bernice
Walker of Akron, Ohio and Mrs.
Reed McAlister of Fulton; six
nieces, Mrs. Carl Weeks of Mayfield, Mrs. Carmi Page of Fulton,
Mrs. Wayne Campbell of Detroit,
Mrs. Leonard Hankins of Detroit,
Mrs. Thurrnon McNeill of Whittier, Calif., and Mrs. Mary Jane
Cone of Akron, Ohio; and four
nephews, Curtis McAlister of Fulton, Thomas Jackson of Mayfield,
Russell Walker and Neil Jr.,
Walker, both of Akron.
A brother, Chester B. Russell
sleep. At summer's end, they are
nervous wrecks, rib-lean and combat-scarred.
Winter gales drive the seals
from the islands. Cows and young
males fan out as far south ars
Mexican waters. Pups cope for
themselves; many are eaten by
killer whales or die in storms.
Bulls tend to stay in Alaska waters, no doubt to get a good start
on the islands in spring.
The bulls' prodigious role in
herd life makes possible the harvesting of seals. From 60,000 to
70,000 Pribilof bachelor-males
can be taken for their plush undercoats each year without affecting the herd's size. Average gross
value: $5,000,000.
Pribilof seals probably numbered 4,000,000 when the United
States bought the islands — and
Alaska — from Russia in 1887.
But schooner after schooner
prowled the northern waters,
killing the animals at sea as well
as in rookeries. The ruthless, getrick-quick business resulted in
the murder of sealers as well as
seals. By 1911 the total herd had
declined to 150,000 and faced extinction. Now ft- is stabilized at
1,500.000.

ITS

A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. T. D. Morris of
Fulton are the proud parents of
IELAYRE THEY DANCED
a nine pound baby boy, born at
/Scott
Ground
in
istamping
4:10 p. m., Dec. 18, at Hillview County got its name because of
the great herds of buffalo who
of Ripley and a sister, Mrs. Ruby .me here for water and stamped
Jackson of Wingo, preceded her down the soil for a great ellstance around the lick.
in death.

May the tights of Christmas glow in your
home with their message of good cheer
sad may you know of the high hopes we
have for you at this happy hobclay mason

Cook's Liquor Store

1

Commercial Ave. -- Fulton

to our friends

BENNET1'DRUG STORE
Main Street — Fulion, Ky.
ItilltailltillHIMINIACEIHININIElltilltiliNALIIIMEMMINIKOHIMM11111111111111111111111111101‘

see the happiness of Christmas in
the enchanted eyes of tiny children.
We

in the joyous glances of fathers and
mothers....We see it in the sparkle of
twinkling 4ights on Christmas trees. Even
the stars have a frostier, gayer glitter on
Christmas Eve! And so, in that happy
spirit ... we say "Merry Christmas...

Mac and Fay Flower Shop

thanks for all past favors ... and may

Noffers Department Store

Mac and Fay McNeil

Lake Street — Fulton

Cohn wood Addn.

Phone 49
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you have the happiest Yuletide ever.'
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We sincerely wish for you a wonderful Yuletide as we pause to think of

ri

our good

friends who have made our

business possible.
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May the spirit that mikes Christmes the
greatest day of ell days be yours throughout
the coming yirer.
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cuificE SHOP

THE COFFEE SHOP

300adzStreet — Fulton

Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Babb
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JACKSON BROTHERS FUNERAL HOME
DUKEDOM.TENNESSEE

